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INTRODUCTION: 

Novelist Marie Jakober regards storytelling as a vehicle to identify with oth-
ers. She explains, “We read the statistics and the news accounts and feel sad-
ness and despair. We do not feel oppressed; we do not feel silenced…We do 
not walk a mile in the shoes of another with our intellects; we walk with our 
emotions and our imaginations. We walk in their stories.” The poetry, prose, 
and illustrations that are generated in SpeakOut work as connections be-
tween our writers and branch out to our readers in the community through 
our journal. 

In one session, science fiction writer Xia Jia raised an important question: 
“If our languages are created by different social and cultural constructs, how 
can we possibly have a real talk with strangers?” Our workshops are dedi-
cated to answering how we can get to real understanding and empathy for 
the unknown. We read pieces from Claudia Rankin’s Citizen, poetry and 
short stories translated from around the world, science fiction, and magical 
realism that pushed boundaries of truth and fiction. 

The following poetry explores the frontier between worlds, originating from 
experiences in and outside of incarceration. This issue of the SpeakOut jour-
nal tells stories from six community workshops in Larimer County. Some 
approach the real through subjects like hurt and addiction while others por-
tray new promises, reasons to smile, fateful phone calls, and resilient souls. 
As we write, we learn about ourselves and when we share our writing, we 
learn from one another. 
 
While reading Cuban poet Orlando Gonzalez Esteva’s “Words Are Islands”, 
the Women’s Community Corrections group decided to do a collaborative 
poem to explore what “setting sail on a blank page” means. A vivid depiction 
of words launching out into the world emerged as our group of new and ex-
perienced writers’ perceptions of writing converged on the page. The result 
showed that no matter what anger, elation, or inquiry brings us to the page, 
the act of writing is borderless, colorful, accepting, and free. The white page 
is a new beginning. 

A poem from Angela Marie from the WCC group describes the renewal and 
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attention speakout! writers
You may continue to submit and publish your 
work through the SpeakOut! Online website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com

awakening of composing: “The faint flutter of butterfly's wings/The graze of 
a feathers gentle touch /The rhythmic pitter-patter of a gentle beating heart/ 
Emotion erupts inside, a love indescribable”. The budding visions that begin 
on the page help lay to rest yesterday and hatch future realities.

The Spring 2016 issue is devoted to all of our writers and the tiny, green 
shoots rising resilient from under the snow and the trees who endure cold 
nights to blossom again.
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I want my words to not only inspire, 
but also spark something from deep within, 
set a fire. 
Have you chase everything your heart desires. 
I want my words to explode in the air,
And also tell my story. 
I want my words to make you think. And re-think. 
To enlighten, to be a song of experience. 
To be heard and understood. 
I want my words to make people wander, but not get lost. 
I want my words to make you shut up and listen. 
I want my words to be witty, maybe a phrase that’ll make you change your 
ways. 
My words are my revenue, my words are priceless.
My words are eternal. 
My words will take you places you never thought you wanted to go. 
I want my words to comfort and to bring bliss. 
My words are my therapy; they always take care of me. 
I want my words to work. 

LCDC Men’s Collaboration

MY WORDS
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     3 in the morning, staring out my window at the desert and missing 
the snow, the Mohave sunsets are beautiful but could never compare to the 
Rockies of my Home, and you know its times like these, my child and wife 
safely tucked away asleep and tending to their dreams, that I feel so f***ing 
alone. 3 in the morning holding a needle with the intentions of sewing my 
head to my soul. At least I can take solace in the fact that I’m not alone in 
knowing how that goes. At 3 in the morning I have irrational fears, scared 
s***less of reflective surfaces, especially mirrors, they remind me of a reflec-
tion I saw just above tears, staring into an old weary pair of eyes, I saw my 
reflection in the glasses of the woman who was forgiving me for taking her 
son’s life.  

     At 3 in the morning I’m not a dad, I’m not a marine mechanic, I’m not a 
husband, I’m not a home owner.  I’m not the bereaved son in law. At 3 in the 
morning I’m 14 and steppin’ through the side of the city where the sun sets. 
I’m standing behind a 38, and pumping six slugs into another man’s chest. 
I’m laughing because a 25 year old mother of 4 just offered me her body, so 
she would only have to spend her food stamps on meth. At 3 in the morning 
I usually need some rest.  

3 IN THE MORNING 

Rusty Shakelford
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Even though I’m always nervous and shaking when I face you, I long to 
enfold you in my arms and lovingly embrace you. I know that if I reached 
out you could save me, but with all honesty I’m scared to. I dream of you 
all the time, 24 hours a day you run through my mind. You’re the path to 
redemption I pretend I didn’t find, I know if we kissed I’d lose my breath. I 
know that your touch would put me in a state of lax rest. And it feels good 
to know that your hand is already promised to me “Death.”

SHE’’S THE POINT OF LIFE

Rusty Shakelford

Hey Beautiful. I’m just writing to let you know your beauty is more capti-
vating than a bright red rose. 
I can’t help being lost in those perfect eyes that sit under your gorgeous 
brown hair and above that sexy ring in your nose, and my god your voice is 
gold, so angelic it would give people in hell hope. 
Miss your face XOXO

LUNCH LOVE NOISE

Rusty Shakelford
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It was a warm summer night it June, maybe late May. I was hanging out over 
around Gingham Hill when I was confronted with the most peculiar thrill. 
Her name was Sara and I could tell by the way she spoke that her heart must 
have been cast in gold. And even though she was only 22 I felt like she had 
a sole molded in the days of old, when chivalry still survives. She looked 
offended when I cussed so I didn’t. I asked if maybe she wanted to catch a 
movie and dinner, she laughed at me like I was kidding. But then she recom-
mended instead a late night picnic, I’m sure it was just to save my feelings. 
We agreed on meeting the next night and we did. And I remember thinking: 
I’m pretty sure I just made a friend, and I did. Now over the next year me 
and Sarah grew near, we shared jokes, and we shared tears, and we talked 
of our fears. And I knew I would never love anyone as much as I loved her. 
She was different than all the others girls. She never wore makeup, or cared 
about the trends of the modern world. She would get SO excited over the 
smallest of things. She would turn bright red under her cute brown bangs. 
So every day I would stop off Prospect and Lemay and buy her half a dozen 
roses, before every single date. She was so perfect, she was my everything. 
We were meant to be together forever, that was fate. So she wasn’t at all sur-
prised when I showed up to her place with a 38, and said “Sara, this is how 
it has to be. Sara I love you and I don’t even wanna lose you and in order not 
to lose you I have to lose me.”
 At this time I should probably explain that me and Sara could never be, 
because Sara died of typhoid in 1833. And I brought flowers to her grave 
for 367 days, hoping that the way the earth and the heavens worked would 
change. She said “Justin, stop. Please put the gun away. You don’t understand 
you’re the first boy who didn’t run away. While everyone was scared of me, 
you were there for me. And I love you too. And I love the flowers and I ap-
preciate all the little things. Thank you and if you can just be patient we can 
be together one day. And I promise, my love, until that day I’ll make sure no 
other girl stands in my way.

MY CURSE

Rusty Shakelford
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To tell the truth
I choked on the water at the fountain of youth
Packing pistols and sniffing blow and contemplating the questionss
Even made it out of middle school
Hated on on the daily 
I used hate to inflate me
So in a way it’s the hater’s hate that made me
Along with the solution I put in my arm to sullen
But a solution none the less
A solution that funds a revolution. 
And causes civil unrest
Underneath the left breast
of the continental US. 

POKEY THINGS

Rusty Shakelford
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Actions speak louder than words,
or so they say. 
You see, words are unicorns. Unicorns are abstract.
But they’re cool, unique. They bring a sense of innocence.
Words are not always unicorns. Words are fake.
They can be used unnecessarily. 
Words are juxtaposing.
They can bring joy to people but also hate,
can heal people but also hurt.
Words can only do so much.

The mouth doesn’t just speak. Also, eyes speak for us.

Actions speak louder than words,
or so they say.
Words are atomic bombs. Atomic bombs are fake.
They can be used unnecessarily.
Words are someone slamming a chair on someone’s head,
leaving a nasty bruise. 
They are taunting jabs you feel in the hallway.

Words can be helpful, lifting someone in a time of need.
Words are crutches to those who can’t hold themselves up,
or the warm feeling of coming inside on a cold winter day.
Words start as gibberish, when we’re babies, and end on a breath.

Watch what you say. Even though words can cause damage, they can also 
change the world for the better.

UNTITLED COLLABORATION

Remington House Collaboration
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UNTITLED

Kyra
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I smile even though I hurt.
I smile even though I’m here for a while.
I smile because I know God is working on me.
But time is all I have.
I don’t have time to hate.
I don’t have time to cry.
I don’t have time to stress.
But I do have a whole lotta time 
to just smile. :)
My heart has gone cold,
my feelings I have none
and when I come to think
of it my mind has gone numb.
So even though I’m hurt and broken
and here for a while I know
that God is still working on me
so that is why I just SMILE :)

I SMILE

Michelle S.
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I will have sunny dayz
I will have rainy dayz in my life
but as long as the sun keeps shining my way
I’ll be alright.
The sun is all I can depend on
to give me the strength 
to get through this storm
that I’m in the middle of.
And when I do come out
I will be stronger than before.
So like I said…
I will have sunny dayz
I will have rainy dayz in my life
But as long as the sun keeps shining my way
I’ll be alright.

SUNNY DAYZ

Michelle S.
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UNTITLED

Cindy W.  
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I kept one hand in the fire
Cause this life is so cold.
Getting a price check on aisle 666
About that soul that I sold
 
Puttin’ puddles in pipes and I was sellin’ em
Dreams pockets so full of cash
That it’s stressin’ the seams

Dark and loathing cars and clothing
And a presidential suite
Tooting the night under a blanket
Of darkness we make money we 
Don’t count sheep

I don’t want to see daylight as I’m 
Drawing up 20 of water
Running from family, hiding from
Friends, you can find me in the 
Blotter

If hurting people hurt people then call
Me a serial killer
Claiming to be as real as they
Come no buffer no filler

Looking for a hand up not a hand out
As I kill my inner child
Life is too serious for him these days
There is no taming this beast he’s too 
Wild

There has to be a better life
As I grab my shovel and dig past

HOW REFLECTIONS CHANGE

Rhino C. 
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My rock bottom
Nothing ever changes down here
I’ve been in this hole since Autumn 

From the depth of this hole I’ve dug I look
Up to a familiar voice
Saying follow me and I will give you peace
You’re the one I chose stop rejecting my choice

He said
Let me heal your scars by the ones
I have acquired
Come to me and I will give you rest
Because I know you’re tired

I am the way the truth and the light
Put your trust in me let me fight
Your fight

My life is far from perfect but one thing
I have is peace
While I wait here for the Real test
The day of my release

One thing for sure he never shows up 
Early but he is never late.
And I’ll remember it like it was
Yesterday 1-1-16 that was the
Date
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Just don’t forget me, is what
I said when we were cuddled up
in bed.

Just don’t forget me, like the time
I told you the chase was off, or
Checking in to the Hilton sharing a 
good cough. 

Just don’t forget me, when the cops
are after me, and it gives you a 
Scare. Or when you’re trippin and 
I tell you to hit me up when
You find your big girl underwear

Just don’t forget me, while I sit
Here and figure out if my heart
Burns or if it stings. How
I realize the things that
Matter aren’t really things

Just go ahead and 
Forget me, But I wanna
Thank you for all
the love that you lent me

BOOTZY

Rhino C. 
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Long summer days in the woods
Building forts and playing tonka trucks
Life was good back then, made
In the shade we could give 2
f***s.

We went from hunting birds with
our brand new dogs,
Fishing in creeks and catching
frogs. 

To jumping our bikes on that old dirt
Ramp, or venturing up to the mountains where we used to 
camp.

Now our lives are different
and we have gone different
ways, but you will always
be my best friend, that’s 
how it will stay.

Even though you loathe this
Life I have and my choices 
have been crap. Just know I 
would do anything for you I got your
back like a bra strap.

I will never forget our good times.
Like sharing big tubs of Blue Bonnet.

And now another lesson you
have taught me
Blood is only thicker than 
water till you piss on it 

BROTHER

Rhino C. 
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Looking at that dirty cotton, wondering how
much longer my soul will be rotten

Crooked spoon and a dull harpoon
Let’s see how high this one gets me, maybe
I’ll touch the moon

Hallucinating or did the cops catch me
slippin.
Ducked down army crawling across the 
living room floor… now who’s trippin?

Out the back door and across the yard
Why is it that in the 
movies it’s not this hard?

Jumping in a dumpster looking out the top,
100% positive that every car is a cop

Pockets full of cash and no mission in 
sight, sizing up this transient maybe 
he wants to fight.

As I walk up to Rufus to see
what’s on his mind, he asks me
If I’m ok and is there anything he can help me find

Red and blue as the lights start to flash. I take off emptying my 
pockets, even my stash. 

Turning left, turning right
thinking for sure I’m out of sight

Rounding the corner and slowing my pace
“S.R” Hands in the air with a gun 
in my face

Because that night I was 
far from sober
my end result that night was
Game over.   

HIND SIGHT

Rhino C. 
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UNTITLED

Ryan D.
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 Should I look at the world through a rose colored glass? Is my world 
dark? Let’s assume I even have a filter. Does it matter what’s been said? 
Should I embrace the fact that I am that rose on your birthday death bed?
 This is for those who hate that I’m great. Just say it, I’m nice! But 
even though I’m nice, I’m a bad boy and bad boys do bad things. How many 
people do you know who have a pen that sings? So let me put this pen to 
paper and see what it brings.
 I’m rich in spirit, far from a millionaire, crown me the realest, we’ll 
call this memoir of a reallionaire. 
 Success, I could taste it, but let’s face it, I become complacent, lack of 
potential, talent wasted, it’s as if I lost my drive, where did I place it.
 Has anybody seen my baseball? I did! Awoke from my slumber, a life 
long skid. Never can I remember wishing for a life long bid.
 If the point burns than it was meant for you, those who talk out of 
the side of your neck like a bag hoe, two faced and soft, your life is so fragile. 
 The hypocrisy, the idiocracy, does anybody else see it besides me?
 Self proclaimed somebody’s, made men, a bunch of nobody’s the 
one’s who made them. 
 A bunch of totters, following teaters, lizards, the whole lot, liars and 
cheaters. 
 The idiocracy to them makes sense, they hypocrisy, let it commence.
 Stories about nothing, producing theories and delusions, half witted 
men, with even less than half-witted conclusions. 
 There’s no life here, keep me secluded. 
 Tall tales heavily deluded. 
 Conversation falling on my deaf ears, the walking dead, surrounded 
by men with no fears.
 They have no honor, they have no life to live, the talking dead, fraud-
ulent advice they give. 
 Oh how they long to be somebody, wandering, forever lost in the 
land of nobody.
 In order to see the change they seek, they must be the change they 
speak. 
 For most this change is a dream never dreamt, most living on bor-
rowed time, life on lean, time lent. 

KING KONG VS. GODZILLA

Gabriel_Fallen
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 In order to seek the truth you must speak the truth.
 But how does one speak the truth with a mouthful of lies?
 How does one live life without any tries?
 How can I be a light to those who live in darkness?
 Crushed by my past, my mind will show you what dark is. 
 How does one change when everything around you stays the same?
 Trapped in the belly of the beast where nobody has a name!
 Can anybody tell me how I became a nobody in the belly of the 
beast?
 When did I become native in the land of famine or feast?
 Who am I to pass judgement, it matters not one way or another, de-
mons of my own haunt me as if fire to a forest, a life of its own, taking life on 
its own, problematic, for this life is my own. 
 To succumb to growth, or to growth do I succumb?
 Engulfed in these flames, burnt by love, forever numb.
 Recklessly walking towards the valley of death, seeking the valley of 
the unknown.
 A truthful smile, for death is unknown.  
 Requisition for progress is a must, never showing I’ve grown.
 To wallow at one’s own party, pity.
 To partake in other’s demise, eatin grin, s***ty. 
 Why do I ride this tidal wave of impetuous emotion?
 Trials of all sorts, test my sanity, an inevitable implosion. 
 It’s funny how I let people push me out of my square, insolent you are 
to tell me that it’s dark over there. Dark over where? Surely its not dark over 
here! You are not my people, you don’t live in here, so get the hell outta here!
 To know me you’d know that I am a light for those who truly live in 
the dark, your unknown. 
 But you’re not about that life, so you speak on what you don’t  know 
because truly to you the dark is the unknown.
 And when that day comes in the darkness we’ll be face to face, you 
and me. I can guarantee you will be thankful that you ran into me. 
 Call it correct, I’m God sent, I may be a sinner, but far from a tyrant.
 Maybe a bit fanatical, with poetry as my passion we’ll call me po-
ematical. 
 You see where you’re slappable, I’m unflappable, this here’s for the 
simpleton, so I’ll keep it practical, dissect you subliminally, call it systemati-
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cal. 
 Live life like the son, prodigal.
 Growing my beard now you’re calling me radical. 
 You won’t catch me yelling Allah with a suicide vest, now let’s put 
this suicide b/s to rest. 
 One plus one equals twice, that’s how many times I’ve told you that 
I’m nice. 
 If I’m King Kong, then my pen is Godzilla!
 Who’s the culprit, who’s the real killa!
 Those who live in a glass house shouldn’t throw stones. You call me 
a sinner, well than here, cast the first stone, for I know one thing, you better 
not do it alone. 
 I am the last of a dying breed, anointed, let’s be fair, now snap for 
your King, we’ll call this a chronicle of a reallionaire.
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UNTITLED

Andrew H.

[She] Don’t want medicines
She don’t want food, water or aid
She wants only to remind [the snipers] them
When they’re taking aim
That she’s more than [an-other] target
More than something to hate
That she is melody flowing (from war torn wastes)
She [only] wants red lipstick and shades

KILLIN A BEAUTY [THAT IS SWEET]

Gary
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Roses are Red
Violets are blue
each day goes by
I’m thinking of you.
The day goes dim
When I close my eyes
The world spins.
The portal opens
A feeling so potent
And when I walk though
All I can see is you
143 Always remembering
the love I share with you.

ROSES ARE RED

Tripp$

We live in a world full of creation 
yet people like us get no appreciation.
What happens when people put out a certain
discrimination?
               Nothing…

This world simply isn’t ready for a happy celebration.

UNTITLED

Tripp$
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A most beautiful picture perfect.
Because that is the way to stay positive. 
Cannot even imagine being any different at all. 
Do you dream in color or black and white?
Either way is all good, or better known as T&B
For my close friends know this at a glance for sure! 
Great to have great friends that see life through the same looking glass. 
Hope that every one of you has friends like mine.  
It is essential for a person to have a healthy emotional health
Just to know people here and there will not get it. 
Knowledge of a friend and your friend knowledgeable about you is where 
it is at!
Lot of people do not know this and get burned for it every time. 
Make your friends close and your enemies closer. 
Not that you need to go around collecting enemies!
On a positive note is where it is at: T&B! 
Put on your “Odin’s Mask” and stride with pride!
Quit all your negative complaining all the time and do something yourself.  
Really makes a difference in your life and others around you.
Soul mates are acquired this way and that is all T&B.
Two people are better than one on a full life’s path. 
Up and down is the norm and what a ride! 
Very eventful life is the only way to go. 
What great things can you say about your own life?
X-ray will show your inner self, but what about your other inner self?
You really need to maintain that or it just will not last and die fast 
Zoom yourself into life’s fast lane and stay positive, better to burn out than 
it is to fade away! 

ABC’S PRESENTS!

Bear
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If you really want to “Speak Out,” talk about some American iron that has 
been around for years. Harley started in 1903. Since we are now in 2016, you 
can imagine the wealth of a great past. Not all good, not all bad. Sounds like 
life right?! 
     The most popular eras of Harley Davidson are “Knucklehead,” “Panhead,” 
and “shovelhead” motors. I was born in 1964. Panhead motors stopped 
being built in 1966. That is when they started the “Shovelhead” motor. So 
where do I fit in? That would be a 1978 “Shovelhead”. The F.L.H. model, with 
a 80-inch motor. 
     You think gold is going up in value? So is my motorcycle. I have been tak-
ing care of mine. In fact, it is like brand new right now – worth four times 
the asking price in 1978, but I will never sell it of course. Love a person, yes. 
Love a Harley, YES!
     Something about going 90 miles an hour just a few inches off the ground. 
A twist of the wrist and you are flying! When “Bear” is having a bad day, he 
hits the highway & heads north, full tank of gas and just let her run. To be a 
safe rider and respectful biker, you must get in tune with the road & respect 
it. You get in this zone & all other life is put on hold, just you and the road.
     Time slows down and you clam down. The beauty of everything starts to 
get your attention. What a great big planet we live on. 90 or a 100, your just 
cruising along and eating up the miles. What a great machine underneath 
you, to be able to move so fast and keep a pace for hours and hours!
     It does not really matter what year you were born, you can buy and 
ride any type of Harley you would like. Look into the your lifestyle and ask 
yourself, am I a “Knucklehead,” “Panhead,” or “Shovelhead”? For the rich 
yuppies, in 1983, came the evolution motor. Harley Davidson quality with 
modern price. So “Speak on it”. I would like to know where you feel you fit 
in. “Bear” is a “Shovelhead” lover! ---- Support your local biker. 

UNTITLED

Bear
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One day, I was at Rotella Park, just kicking back and doing nothing really.  
All of a sudden, one of those smaller limousines pulled up.  You know, the 
eight man limos.  To my surprise, what looked like a family stepped out of 
the limo.  Two adults and three younger people.  These people must have 
some money to take their limo to the local park?
     I started to watch a couple start to throw the Frisbee to each other, not 
really paying attention to the family anymore.  Then, one of the girls who 
got out of the limo started to walk my way.  There was a fifty-five gallon 
trashcan near the pavilion. She went to the can and threw something away.  
She then looked at me and said, “Hello,” as she waved and turned to return 
to her family.
     The next family member to come over my way was the father.  He was just 
stretching his legs it seemed.  We caught eyes and waved at each other.  Then 
he started to come over as if he was going to talk to me, but I noticed that he 
was being rather different about the whole thing.  Kind of looking around at 
the ground all over the place rather than directly heading toward me.
     Finally, he was about three or four feet away from me.  He said, “Nice day, 
huh?”  I answered, “Yes for a day that was supposed to rain.  It is really nice 
out today.  Although if you look north, those clouds are really dark.”  The 
man said his name was Richard, and that he was aware of the forecast as well, 
wondering if he should have the limo out in the weather that could easily 
become a hailstorm.
     Richard then said, “It looks like you did not bring anything to drink on 
this hot day.”  I introduced myself as Bear and said, “I had not planned on 
staying that long to bring anything.”  Just then the daughter that had close by 
before went into the limo and grabbed what looked like a can of pop as if she 
knew what we were talking about the whole time.
     I got to see that it was a can of pop and sure enough, she came our way.  
Came right up to me and asked if I would like something to drink, so I asked 
her for her name and said, “Sure.”  Her name was Brandy.  Just as she handed 
me the can of pop, a gust of wind started up.  It seemed that the storm was 
going to push its way in after all.
     Richard asked me if I lived close by.  I told him no and that I used to live 
in this town but just drove here to see the old park I used to hangout in, but 
I know live about fifty miles away now.

SOMETHING SEEMS OFF

Bear
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     Then I felt the first drop of rain hit my face.  We all felt a drop here and 
there.  The rest of the family came over to see what was going on.  The other 
two daughters were Mandy and Sandy.  The mother’s name was Lori.
     I asked about the car, “What is up with the nice car anyway?  That must 
have cost a lot?” Richard responded, “Yes, but it pays for itself.”  I thought 
nothing of that.  Maybe he rents it out at times?
     Then the rain drops started to come faster and faster.  It was time to make 
a choice to get in the cars or all try to stay dry under the pavilion.  Mandy 
said out loud, “Hey everyone, let’s get in the limo! There is room for all of us, 
and we can listen to the weather on the radio.”  Agreeing with Mandy, I said, 
“Sounds good to me.  I would love to get into a limo.”  So in we go, just as the 
rain really picked up in a hurry.
     Within five minutes, there was a small river running outside, a real down-
pour! Richard told me, “You should not try to drive in this weather.  You 
should wait awhile.”  I agreed that the highway was probably not safe at that 
time.
     His wife Lori said, “We live right there in those town homes. Would you 
like to come wait out the weather there? Your car will be safe here”. A red flag 
goes off all of a sudden. Too many things are going real good and real bad at 
the same time! What is really going on? But how nice is this limo?! I bet their 
house is just as nice! Heck with it, let’s go!
     Sure enough they live right next to the park. In fact, you could still see 
my car from inside their house. It never did dawn on me why they drove the 
limo such a short distance, but who cares. I am in there now and it is real 
nice! I like this. 
     As I entered the town house, I felt like I was entering a church. We are 
talking a across here and a cross there. You would think these people used 
pews for furniture. It was so bad. Anther red flag hit me hard. It reminded 
me of the character I learned of called “Loki,” the master of trickery and a 
shape shifter.
     One must always be aware that things are not what they may seem to 
be, even if you are looking right at them. So the lure of everything started 
to make sense. Nice car, three beautiful daughters, mom was rather shiny 
herself. Then ole’ Richard, the Sheppard himself, gather the sheep as they 
come, to make them believe in “Jesus Christ”.  They want you to believe that 
a woman got pregnant without sex with a man, and then the kid that was 
born, was later killed and got up and walked away some how? Two people 
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with three kids of their own have to know that is a con job at best.
     Something is not right. My gut feeling on this was right. Being a man 
of good nature, when offered something to eat (leg of lamb), I respectfully 
declined. Such good people it seemed, with an addiction just as bad as any 
drug. Just say “no” came to mind. Since the rain started to slow down, I knew 
it was time to exit, but not before the invitation to church next week, to be 
picked up in a limo, rain or shine, by three great looking daughters and the 
best of hospitality. Again these poor people have become “sucker fish” to be 
lead like sheep with no real will of their own, only the “gospel” of idiotology.
     I left in good grace with all, so I must say to all – just because it is nice and 
shiny does not mean that you want to go down that life path. Keep your own 
mind and look around. This is the year 2016, not some (C.E.) Christ Era. 
Lead your own life, no matter where you are or be lead like a sheep.

Embrace “Loki” as Knowledge
“Bear”
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I wonder what you’re doing right now
Are you in your cell looking at the moon
Are you hoping and praying that we’ll be back together soon?
Back in each other’s arms
Where we’re supposed to be
Putting all this lost time behind us
Be patient baby, you’ll see
Doing this together this time as husband and wife
Living different – living a sober life
Making new memories and making them last.
Never again letting time pass by us too fast.
So if you’re wondering what I’m doing right now
I’m in my cell staring at the moon
Knowing with all my heart that we’ll be back together soon.

I WONDER

Lady Joker 

UNTITLED

Kyra
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When mothers cry 
 And fathers don’t 
They refuse to
 They can’t, they mustn’t, they won’t 
Mothers are the glue
 That keep it together
While fathers keep saying
 It won’t last forever
Mother watch as their 
 Little ones take that fall
Father unknowingly
 Help them indulge in it all 
A mother’s tears
 Are those we never see
They are invisible 
 To addicts like me 
When mothers cry 
 And fathers don’t 
We’ll take for granted
 All the tears she cries
We pillage and steal
 All she owns
And sell it for all the 
 Drugs it may buy 
She will forgive us
 As she wiped away her tears
Pushing back 
 Her deadliest tears
Of a daughter dead 
 Somewhere out there 
She can never give up 
 She can only care
When mothers cry 
 And fathers don’t 

WHEN MOTHERS CRY 

Lady Joker
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I stood there quietly while she held that apple
I tried to pay attention to all that babble

I blinked and refocused, trying not to stare
She didn’t notice, this beauty with platinum hair. 

I know she came to help and teach.
A very giving gesture, this outreach! 

I stood mesmerized, watching her from the corner of my eyes.
Her emotions played across her face like clouds across midsummer skies.

When the words on the small screen were no longer being spoken.
She turned away and the spell was suddenly broken.

I quickly looked away…
Feeling foolish that her image had held such sway.

Then I stopped…smiled, and thought why deprive?
Isn’t that really what it’s all about to be alive?

ALIVE

Kc7troy
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Man I tell you…I thought I was fearless with this heart;
I laughed, I joked, I didn’t want to hold back anything from this part. 
I didn’t want to close any door…
Even tough I’d felt such pain before.
I’ve seen others hold back their love
I convinced myself I’ll never wear that glove.
But what I had seemed to have forgotten,
After 10 years of finding none that I sought then
Was a beautiful young woman of unique demeanor
I’d seen her around, seen she was a dreamer.
We quickly became fast friends; 
She opened up to me about former bad ends
There was so much about her that I admired
I quickly sensed that she was naturally inspired
She was funny, she was clever, she was smart
She shared with me some of her beautiful art.
Closer and dearer, I felt much nearer. (Still
I love this part. Me, with the fearless heart)
She was very much an enchanter. Caring and
Sweet with the gift of banter…
Liz, you were always of good cheer
Just another trait of your sure to endear.
Those homeless winters nights to numbingly old
Your tears of frustration made me you, want to hold
I so wanted to be close, with you and I together
To keep you snug and warm like a sweater.
Things were good, life was sweet.  I loved you and
We shared a heartbeat. 
Then, as luck would have it, everything changed
Man, what was I thinking, I must have been deranged
Out driving Connie’s Ford truck, not even thinking
About bad luck…I was pounced on like
A spider, by a lying black and whiter.
So long story short…all our good times I had to abort. 

FEARLESS HEART

Kc7troy
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Now with pain in this fearless heart.
What was I thinking, I hate this f***ing part
I’m alone and sad and your damn right kind of mad
Give me back that glove…I don’t want anyone to see my love.
Well here I am all alone, cut deep again to the bone. 
All I can do is sit here and ponder, what
The hell Troy will you ever get beyond her. 

Damn! I truly wish I had that skill
That some in this group have with pen or quill…
To grasp one’s attention and sometimes enraption
All our hearts they so easily capture…
But for me it’s never been that easy…
My rhymes by comparison always sound cheesy 
I was so elated when he said, “room for one more…”
Because getting into this program had been quite a chore…
Now I’m hoping to write with verve and elegance
Is it possible I might just have that eloquence
Hopefully your interest to sustain…
Maybe for a moment, even entertain.
So I humbly submit this poem to you…
You can judge it harshly cuz I’ve written quite a few.
I strive to get better with sentence and letter.
Do I do it to impress those who are so much better…
Maybe that’s true, but I tell you there’s much more…
I’ll practically do anything to not be a bore
I’ve always been known to go that extra mile…
Just to coax a reluctant smile.
So thanks again, you’ve opened a door
With those simple words, “Room for one more.”

ROOM FOR ONE MORE

Kc7troy
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     Like brothers identical. Who left who? 
In theory, hypothetical. 
     One practical, the other accidental. 
Birds of a feather, hardly. Rational versus radical.  
     Good versus evil, always combatable.  
Same sign, incompatible. Life in shambles, uninhabitable.  
     Civil War, War of the Roses, roses on your birthday 
death bed…the man in the mirror wants me dead.  
     Can we come back ever? Banished to the land of never.  
Who’s to blame? Cutting ties, sever! 
     Lovingly vowing to wait for one another, always and forever. 
 Grew to be quite different, a distant brother. 
One a man, one a monster. 
     Love to hate, hate to love…why bother. 
     Standing toe to toe, staring into empty eyes.  
Considering the cost, the possibility of both our demise.  
     Is this the end, no future in sight? 
Took too many lefts to ever go right. 
     With regret, both of our heads hang low, 
fault of my own, we’re trapped with only two ways to go.  
     Consciously cautious, we smile, regardless what we’re going through. 
Rhythmically thinking, my God, if you only knew what lies in wait for you.  
     Staring into my eyes, windows of the soul, 
In unison, one stops holding on, while the other…lets go.  
     MIRROR MIRROR

ON THE WALL

the ANGEL_Gabriel
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Never would I say my life’s a mistake,
Although I am highly mistook,
My life could be a movie, but first a book.
I’m complex, shallow as a lake…
Excuse me, show me a lake that’s shallow,
and I’ll show you concrete soft as Jello.
Oh, Mr. Cosby, did you really cop a feel?
How much for a Lewinski? Same kind of Bill.
My life a mistake, I would say never,
Some would say dumb, but slightly clever.
I’m complex, sour as sugar…
Excuse me, tell me how sugar can be sour,
And I’ll show you how to hang upside down out of a tower.
Oh Mr. Suge Knight, did you really go gorilla?
How much for Ice Ice Baby? Same kind of Vanilla.
Now I’m just clowning, Barnum and Bailey,
Carly Rae Jepson, call me maybe. 
A comparable mistake, kill yourselves like Adolf the Fuhrer!
Aaron Hernandez’ selfie, gun in hand, bathroom mirror.
Mean mugging with the murder weapon, practicing the pose,
Mean mugging his mug shot, traded jersey for orange clothes.
Like my favorite high-speed drank, starring O.J., the Juice,
Why, Mr. Simpson, you went to court with your very own noose.
You tell me, clever or dumb?
How ‘bout a drink? Ice with Rum,
You tell me, am I highly mistook?
I told you, my life could be a movie, but first a book.

METAPHORICALLY UNNOTABLE

the ANGEL_Gabriel
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You and I are creatures
From the same filthy planet
We are all deceivers
With the same filthy habits
It’s magic, the person we have
Is corrupted by madness
The love that we’ve had
Has been lost in our sadness
Now I’ve had it, and as bad as it is
I have to take a step back 
And relax for a bit
I just can’t imagine
How distracting it is
The fact that the bad kids
Will be the last ones to live
So I manage to muster a smile
I hand in my plan to make the wait worth the while
My time has been wasted, I wish to God I could smile
I wish that all there was to life was just to live and then die
I would be happy, and I could just stay the course
I would vibe with all the waves and ride the tide to the shore
Instead I panicked and my reactions was poor
So it happened that a relapse was the action that trapped me
As I snapped back, the whiplash attacked like a bad dream
And attached to my past like a patch on a torn seam
This can’t be! In a flash it was past me
It was the last chance, the last dance, like a cancer it had me
Motherf***er, s***, Goddamn it!
To all the deceivers who will die for their habits
We are all just the creatures from the same filthy planet 

CREATURE OF HABIT

DG
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IT’’S TIME

Cindy W. 
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I met a man
Who showed me
   How he hid
From feeling for another
   By following –
NO ….
 Sticking!!! Sticking like gum-shoe
To
The rules.
[IMAGINE] Never thought of it like that. L.O.L.
that people can hide from being attached
   and hurting for it
While being justified,
   In this pushing others away
By hiding inside
   The “rules” …
The policies …
The laws …
   They’ve bought their insurances
Paid their taxes,
And died with dyed hair.

“I’m just following procedure!” They say (- or yell)

These painted lines,
These hot asphalt highways –
They’ll get washed away in the
Next mudslide.
   They’ll be devastated – 
clinging to the rails,
   Reaching for a hand & I
I will NO doubt be the one not following PROCEDURE, BUT
Thoughtlessly doing the “Got You”
That man?
Who took my poems

WHEN RULES DIVIDE [THEY’’RE ALREADY BROKEN]

Ineffable G7
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Because I – shared – them with the next cell over
And “broke the rule” concerning
“transfer of property”?
 Well he taught me about Chosen Blindness too:
 That we’ll be blind by protections;
Mistaking poetry for “property”
 Until we risk
Feeling again.
   Until we stop 
Making ourselves repellent with
   Dogma and rule
And become tearful blossoms
   Be-ing.
Until we stay with the pain of
Being MEN, WHO LOVE ETHOS
OVER THE BEASTIALITY OF
   SAFETY AND SECURITY
WE WILL NEVER
   KNOW
    What it is
To be gorwing, fluid, alive
And
WISE.
 And that man?
He destroyed
 My poem.
….. Without reading it.
    Or, so he said …
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This, too, will pass …
This anger
Enough to stangle
My hope
My breath
But
This, too, will pass …
Because I was alone
Left in a cage
While redundant melody tinkled
And ligh-blue ponies circled above and
That, too!
Did pass
Because I was freed
From that case
To be suckled and pampered
But …
That, too, did pass.
And
 This, too, will pass
Time only goes slow
When I cling
 When I grasp

THAT, TOO, DID PASS

Ineffable G7
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I’m the same day-to-day said Ms. Trusty.
Being the same day-to-day is lame said Mr. Dishonesty.
I don’t mind if people don’t like me because my character said Ms. Trusty.
I want everyone to give me a thumbs up and like me said Mr. Dishonesty.
I might say something that hurts you said Ms. Trusty.
I will never hurt your feelings said Mr. Dishonesty.
I will love you the best I can said Ms. Trusty.
No one will love you better than me said Mr. Dishonesty.
I have no money but I have a dream said Ms. Trusty.
I have money - dreams are for losers said Mr. Dishonesty. 
You can believe what I do said Ms. Trusty.
You shouldn’t doubt what I say said Mr. Dishonesty.

Yolo.      

A DREAM
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I had a dream and this is 
What I see,
I see myself helping people like me.
Walking in why using for
Such a long time
Trying step by step 
to take a place in this world and 
call it mine.
As the dream goes on and 
Time passes by I look up at
Everything in the sky.
This is what I see
In the dream of mine

Yolo

A DREAM

As I look out the window,
I see a train passing by.
The rain falling from the sky.
As I look into the window,
Which is the eye, I see a
A life that has passed me by,
Which made my heart saddened 
To cry.
As I look into my heart so 
Full of pain,
I feel the tears of the falling rain.
This is what I see,
As I look into my heart so
Full of pain,
I feel the tears of the falling rain.
This is what I see,
As I look out the window looking 
Me.

AS I LOOK
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There is a love, a love for you.
Look and seek and you will find,
A peace like no other
If you move the worldly cover.
Look and seek and you shall find
A love for you and me
In your actions of your own.
There is only one way you will be shown
Look and seek its not in your 
Mind, the love that we had
Was given just for you, but
Remember it has to come from your heart in everything
You do, so stop and listen to the words 
I say, the Lord hears you in his
Own special way.
Look and seek my friend because 
The Lord’s love is here to stay
To the very end.

Yolo

LOOK AND SEEK
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My luck charm I keep so close
To my heart that is so precious 
And dear
She let’s me know she is 
Only a phone call away and is very
Near.
When I am disturbed and in need to cry.
She sits and listens and tells 
Me why.
No matter what I feel good or  
Bad, she always makes me feel
Better and I don’t have to be sad.
I can depend on my lucky charm when
I am done through my day, and
Only listen to the words she has to say.
I can depend on my Lucky Charm when 
I am down, she shows me a love
When there is no one else around.
I will treasure my lucky charm 
As it should be
She has taught me I can find a 
friend in me.
So as I keep my Lucky Charm with
Me throughout this life of mine
I will always remember the love 
She showed me that was so precious
And kind

Yolo.      

MY LUCKY CHARM
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We are the misfits – the mistake makers
The sinners – the products of hate and lies
the misjudged – the mistreated
the scarred – the forgotten
the hated – the discarded
The Passionate ones
Those who love too much
and try too hard
Most of us sad
All of us lonely
Some of us leaders – some followers
We are the revolutionaries – the fighters
The outlaws – the rebels – the renegades
the strong – the brave
We will stand when the rest of you fall
We have endured the war
We like who we are
We are proud to be
And proud to stay.

RenegadeJ

WE ARE
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RenegadeJ

MARCH 1

We are gathered together in this Detention Center
from every walk of life
most of our lives are crazy and chaotic
Days – full of strife

In this obscure place, we all are forced to join
Put our anger aside
When those trays are served – the door pops
 nowhere to hide

Broken hearts and swollen eyes
Many tears have they cried
Separated wives and lost souls
Some grieve for a love that has died

Painted on faces and forced smiles
tight alliances one day – gone tomorrow
Sharing their wealth and guidance
A cup of coffee on borrow

Some may laugh and Some may cry
A million different reasons why
Stories are a dime a dozen
who believes them all – most of them are lies

Not a one of us without a flaw
most of us a psychological mess
All of us suffering trauma of one kind or another
If I had to make a guess

So spend a day in our nightmarish midst
Before the day is over – I will bet you cry
Because this place is like life – not fair
we all know – only the strong survive
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I appear to be harmless, docile, and kind
I am, however, volatile, if only in my mind
I teach and create, read and dream,
Laugh and talk; happy I seem.
I cry inside for the years I have lost,
recapturing them comes with a cost.
Those days are gone – into the wind.
Most of them don’t matter – not in the end.
A storm rages in my soul – a hurricane
Full of tears – full of anger – again and again – 
Over and over – the war rages on
looking into my eyes – you think that I am gone
Rewinding a scene as I see fit
Replaying it – separating it – inspecting it
Smelling it – tasting it – swirling it around
examining it – I can’t put it down
Shaking it – mistaking it – tracing it –
try to erase it.
Reappearing on a whim – I cannot leave it.
The anger floods my dreams – clouds my mind
I pretend I have left it behind
I have pled – I have begged – in my mind it stayed
A haunting in shadows I have saved
It has become me – the darkness behind my eyes
Those who know me – it comes as a complete surprise
I have loved – I was left – with nothing but the air in my chest
I’ve been beaten – I’ve been bruised – been battered and abused
Torn apart and raped – cursed and used
I’ve been lost and I’ve been found – not letting my feet touch the ground
I’ve held a knife – I’ve held a gun – my life in my hands
I have screamed – I have cried – have begged for a chance to die
I’ve been broken – I’ve been stripped – dizzy and slipped
Been stabbed and bled – It’s a wonder I’m not dead.

RenegadeJ

ME
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To kelli, Shannon, Becca, Brandy, “lil Bit” Marci, and Cousin Kira

Meeting here at LCJ
We are stuck here
we must stay
2 became 3 and 4
5 and 6
together we know we have all the tricks
A ‘Hot’ Mom
A ‘sexy’ Aunt
5 beautiful girls
Charlie’s Devil (because we are far from Angels)
The Aunt with Curls
5 white girls and one Brown
we are so hot when we are on the town!
And here I am
the Lucky ‘Mama Mack’
Cause when I adopted them
They adopted me right back

RenegadeJ

OUR LITTLE JAIL FAMILY
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I’m leaving the past behind cause a new me is what I find;
 I’m done with my crazy ways. 
I have found a better way to spend my days. 
It’s the new me now,
So the past can take a bow. 
I’m moving on for the better. 
I don’t want you back,
Re-read the letter.

Samuel S. 

UNTITLED

It’s time to say goodbye cause all you do is make me cry.
We have had many years and all I’ve done with you is bring my family to 
tears.
I hate you and all you have made me do, I sit here again, watching my life 
go blue.
I’m better than this crazy life I know.
My God still loves me. He tells me so.
I’m choosing to walk away. Goodbye for good. I have nothing else to say! 

Samuel S. 

METH
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Sitting here watching time go by,
As I sit in my cell, I wish it would fly. 
I’ve spent many years in these walls,
Wishing one day someone would answer my calls.

I wonder when I’m going to change my ways,
Cause I could think of a better way to spend my days.
I’m growing old and time keeps going by,
As I sit here and look back,
I start to cry.

I know what I need to do to succeed,
Rely on him and he will lead! 

Samuel S. 

CHANGE
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As I look at you,
What do I see?
Forever and ever,
It’s you and me.

I’m coming home,
Where I am free.
WE will cuddle on the couch,
And watch T.V.

You show me much love and care,
Just a few more days,
And I’ll be there.
You have my heart,
And there you’ll stay.
I thank God for you,
In a special way!

Samuel S.

UNTITLED
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Understanding Pain Seems to be my Lot
fighting everyone's Battles Cold to hot
running to the rescue, saving the day
is my place in life, I have no say
every time I try to run
Shame burns Hotter then the Sun
this burning need deep within
to Save the world from it's mortal sin
no matter who no matter what
a struggle for freedom Rages Doors Slam Shut
like a caterpillar truth will emerge
a light so bright bolsters my courage
time for a new story to begin
Chapter by Chapter Victory is mine to win
Choices to be made no Right or Wrong
only I can write this Song
never before and never again
this place will I Be this time I will see
as I travel along this path
winding roads make me laugh
no more fear no more doubt
I like this life, bout by bout

LOT IN LIFE

Bethanne O.
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Marcus R.

SKU’’LL
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This I believe that family conquers all,
and will never leave you alone.

This I believe that a single person’s
love can make the weakest flower grow.

This I believe that with trust, bonds 
shall never be burnt, and turn to dust.

This I believe that with hate
we will never change or make it.

Isaak J.

THIS I BELIEVE
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To be a part of His Kingdom, that is my goal
You can take my freedom, but not my soul

Up all night, can’t find peace
Thoughts don’t stop, the pain doesn’t ease

Trying to pray, but still doesn’t sway
The memory of when, I was abandoned that day

As I look around, bleakness, is what I see
Can’t help but think, this is not the life for me

The days pass by, as I am racked with regret
But faith knocked at my door, so I mustn’t fret

For a purpose is near, I must open my eyes
And find a reason here. Stop the worry, 
 Stop the fear, and stop the lies…

Lies to myself, lies in my heart
Denial inside, keeps us apart

Silly it is, for I’ve always known 
The truth behind, the King and His throne

You are here for me now, as You’ve always been
I pushed You away, but You let me back in 

The pain is blinding, though not to You
Knowing all will be well, when my time here is through

The lessons that fate, has brought to me 
Once hard to learn, have now set me free

The pain replaced, by the sweet belief
With the power of You, I am blessed with relief

Zen Tortoise

NOT MY SOUL
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As the calm takes over, I face my fears
No more fighting, no more tears

What I’ve searcher for, all of these years
The answers I’ve found, have made me whole

To be a part of His Kingdom, that is my goal
You can take my freedom, but not my soul 
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We’ve all heard the rhyme about a love that
boundaries could not define.
How different these two must look and
how lost they’d become
But powerful love has connected
these two
They watched and they wooed
and they soon became one!
At first it was one thought,
then it was a kiss,
never knowing where this
would lead
But on Valentines Eve they
both took a vow to run away!
To Paris they went, to follow
their dreams!
But none of it ended up
being what it seemed!
For low and behold they
both parted ways to go
it alone and structure
their lives, till along came 
a wild surprise!

Angela Marie

DISH AND THE SPOON
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ROSE AND CHAIN

Angela Marie
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Alone always alone, whether it’s
in my mind or in a crowded room
Why is it that you can be surrounded
by people and still feel like an image
or ghost.
People pretend like they care or that
you matter the most
Meanwhile you suffer and the
pain becomes too much
The Sorrow, the emptiness, You
just want to stuff it inside
find a place where you can
run and hide
knowing damn well that you’ll
always survive
So once again you conquer
this hurdle and you take
a step aside
Into the future you must
continue to ride
hoping for bigger and better
things to not just merely
pass you by
But hoping to dwell in the 
happiness that’s welled up
inside. So I pick myself
up and dust myself off
and remember that to all
who remain whether I’m
an image or a ghost I
will always maintain a 
step ahead of everyone’s game.

UNTITLED

Angela Marie
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TIMOTHY

Angela Marie

The faint flutter of butterfly's wings 
The graze of a feather’s gentle touch 
The rhythmic pitter-patter of a gentle beating heart 
Emotion erupts inside, a love indescribable.
Tethered together as one, a connection, a bond.
An undying devotion, this oneness
that even after birth it feels as if it's unreal, 
every time our hands touch 
I'm reminded of the hours, the days
the months that belong to just the two of us. 
Left alone in time 
hoping, praying, planning for a future.
beyond  these barred windows, these 
shackled minutes creep by ever so slowly.
The want, the need to be joined together once again.
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Why is it that the past must always catch up
To you in the worst way. Feelings that you try so 
Hard to overcome are just as strong today as
They have always been. Seeing your face brings
Back so much memories these were times
When I thought you would never leave my 
Side. Nights were never so lonely. I remember
Lying under the stars. Walking the streets hand
In hand. Talking about nothing but it meaning 
More than the heart could ever express. Collecting
Rocks of every size imaginable, all the shapes of
Hearts. Skipping stones “because just like the rock
Skips across the water’s edge so does my heart
When I am near you!” Feeling as if I’m walking
On a cloud far above it all. Being tugged in all directions
It’s something beyond this world, some describe it
As butterfly wings. For me it was as if I grew 
Wings of an angel and I soared high above
Where none of these earthly sorrows could reach.
That’s where the story ended, one bad decision
Lead to an overwhelming amount of others. 
Which has left us both broken and alone. 
Friendship still binds us, and although we
Still can talk about everything and nothing,
A wall has been laid brick upon brick
Stone upon stone cast around our hearts. 
Praying, hoping for a second chance at a 
Everlasting love! 

LOVE

Angela Marie
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If I could have life my way, life wouldn’t be 
Asking God’s will before me is what my heart keeps telling me
Not quite understanding all my struggles yet I still stand
Grasping all my successes and failures in just one hand
Keeping these experiences as a reminder of where I’ve been
Praying deeply for God to keep me so my family don’t experience this time 
apart again

SELFLESS

Joshua H.
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Stand united against all who may try to infiltrate us
Same level eye to eye may they never overtake us
Similar hearts and like minds give a f*** how they rate us
The same hands that hold us together could also be the same ones that 
press those detonators
Flashbang and all we stand for just collapses
The bridges under our feet ignite and become reduced to ashes
Guess that’s when we see who’s real and separate from the actors
the fate of “the family” is purely based on all our decisions
Ear to the street but what’s the point when you’re too high to listen
We turn up in hopes of elevatin our position but that’s the exact cause for 
our current doped out conditions
That’s the catch 22 we seem to be running to
Hoping for a mansion with 2 dens and 7 restrooms instead we end up shar-
ing cells or resting in tombs 
Yeah it hurts worse when you know that it’s true
Eyes focused on the “problem” but who’s tending to you
Eyes focused on the future but it seems your vision is skewed
passin round designer highs with glass roses as testin tubes different eras 
but it’s still who has and who has not 
when I was young it was glass viles and lots reduced to cracked rocks 
now it’s needle exchanged and once illegal cousins of fermented hops not 
turned this government’s new cash crops
ain’t against it but here’s the reason I’m takin it there
So not it’s taxation with representation that’s makin it fair?
But those convicted under old laws are still wastin there so where’s there?
the pin, joint, or layin to rest on the street 
the only thing we have in common is the concrete
THINK ABOUT IT

CONCRETE

Frank Good
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I wouldn’t know love without you.  
Couldn’t embrace life; wouldn’t know how to. 
Now that might be some of the realest s*** I’ve ever wrote
But that’s weak because it should have been something I spoke
Cuz life could end abrupt like an anonymous note
All you love could dissipate like a puff of smoke
and be left dumbfounded like that s*** that makes you choke
and good intentions turn poisonous like that death I pumped into my veins 
that left me broke
Gave up on life and got me to cash in all hope
What the f*** this can’t be reality
Thought after it broke me it would make something out of me
but my guardian angel sat by casually
While friends and family all became casualties 
to a choice meant to better instead made a beast out of me. 
Now look where I’ve been; no surprise; now the place I currently live
Could fill this whole book with a fraction of all the times I’ve sinned
Never once asked to be absolved
Preferred me and God not be involved
Now I feel incomplete like a problem far from being solved
It’s like my mind grows weak while my body grows strong
Laughing bout wrongs and hittin these sets trapped inside these walls
Just wish I could fly away 
Promise to change on my final day
but all those good vices go left from the right of way
return to those streets and back to my vile ways
F*** all that I have to break the cycle
More important than a promise; it’s vital
Sins became easy like look no hands with my eyes closed 
I own my own actions
So in a way I paid for this cage I’m in
For every get away and times I slid
This jail didn’t stunt my growth as much as the pavement did 
Livin’ this since kids.

DISCLOSURE

Frank Good
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So rightfully I’m a bum cuz I shown I have no change to give.
For a second time I claim my life back
lasted for ten years so it’s not like I came right back
take those good years in to account against the bad ones 
and divide that; the answers come clear 
Dud, Frankie, why do hide that your heart of fold
Outweighs the dark past and the hype-tracks 
that scarred more than your arms
Man, you ain’t even like that
That’s what the one person I love actually said to me
Not sure if she remembers but like those golden eyes
it’s etched in my  memory.
That’s what she actually said to me
The past is dead so let it be.
“Drop the tough act; you have no one to impress but me!”
Those cuts will heal eventually
You picked at em enough
Stop before there’s nothing there left to bleed

Dedicated to the woman who saved my life, my sanity, and taught me to 
“Never Lose Hope”
LOVE U 4 LIFE
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     Even after all the games they played and the lies they’ve tried our bonds 
titanium, un-severable ties, “be gentle and kind,” you’ve said several times, 
and after several tries I’m finally getting it right.  Some distance separates 
but could never divide we’re a team, baby girl, not a you or an I.  We share 
the same heart like our souls are combined. Could never forget you.  Like 
the way those eyes stay burned in my mind.  I never left you, babe.  That 
would be suicide, cuz without you the best part of me dies.  Let em run the 
fame, you know, coach from the side.  So forever and a day until our lives 
once again combine, even if this world burns into flames and gets consumed 
by fires, they could never separate us with any size of pliers.  To us it makes 
perfect sense, to them it’s a mystery.  How could we find a ray of light in 
these dark streets of misery?  How could I be led astray like I forgot what you 
meant to me?  I’ll never forgive myself if I live for a century.  Cuz for you, I’d 
gladly go off to where the trenches be, which means I’d fight and give my life 
for you, essentially.  They hate what we have, so they make us a target.  Them 
chicks stay sick cuz to me they old bones collecting dust in a closet. .  Wife, 
soulmate, or best friend, whatever you call it, all the acid they spit could 
never dissolve it.  Never lose the light that beautiful soul could harness, no 
matter how brutal the hardships.  I was taught if something’s easy to obtain, 
then it’s of little use to you.  It’s amazing that hearts true no matter what this 
life’s tried to do to you.  Yeah, it’s been a struggle, but trust me: it’s beautiful.  

BEAUTIFUL STRUGGLE

Frank Good
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Ideas erupt into a collection of brightly colored thoughts
I think. Create. Unleash the fury of my mind.
With no path on the page, I wander.
Thoughts, like mercury, run down my brain 
to the tips of my fingers, and leave a silver mark.
My thoughts, my feelings, my anger,
the words coming out as my pen sets sail on a blank page.
No borders to cross, no lines to stay inside.
Imagination brought to life, once-invisible languages
designed into vibrant masterpieces.
The opportunity to combine verbs, nouns, to make sense.
The blank page accepts it all without recrimination.
Words, like vapors, float out, searching for an ear,
a synapse, an electrical spark.
I no longer feel the feelings I used to have, 
my anger, my thoughts can be set free on this blank page.
Scribble, scratch, scrap these words for others. 
They all work, eventually.
Transformed into new beginnings.
It exists. The purity of a page.
Just write.

SETTING SAIL ON A BLANK PAGE

Collaboration with the women of Community Corrections and Work Release
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Well how does one start giving a peek into one mind? I’m going to start 
by just writing and see where it gets me. So my name is Christopher T. but 
honestly I hate that name so over the years I have changed my name more 
times than I care to count. At this current time I’m going by Daemon King 
which in Greek means Demon King. I’m sure you, the reader, are probably 
wondering what kinda nut case wants to be called Demon King. Well I’m 
only partially nuts, but for as long as I can remember people have said that 
because I’m adopted and I don’t know or remember who my birth parents 
are, and the fact that I was brought to the States at 2 years old from Ireland 
that I am a Demon and the King part came in ‘cuz for the longest time I’ve 
almost always somehow gotten my way so I blamed it on the unlikelihood 
that I was descended from royalty. Now I’m not saying that everything has 
been handed to me ‘cuz that is nowhere near the truth. I’ve been on the 
street since I was 11 years old and from then ‘till now I’ve never taken hand-
outs. While sleeping on the streets I continued to go to school until I was 
17 I started working at Sonic. At 15 I dropped out of school while in the 9th 
grade ‘cuz my school principle told me I needed to decide between working 
and my education. I was young, only 17 at the time, and with me having to 
pay rent I made the only logical choice that I saw and I dropped out and 
continued working. Well not long after I dropped out I met my kid’s mom 
on my yearbook which is now known as meetme. Well I fell in love with her 
a month after I turned 18. I left Kansas and went to Utah to be with her by 
the time I was 21 I had 3 beautiful girls even though their mother had just 
been using me. She ran off to Texas somewhere and refuses to let me talk 
to my children, trying to get my rights severed. Alright so I left and came 
back and figured I’d say some of what I’m doing right. First I only stopped 
writing ‘cuz I needed to give my wrist a rest that and I needed to sharpen my 
pencil. So in reality its been like 3 or 4 hours since I stopped writing before 
I started writing again on the subject of what goes on in my head. I decided 
to jot down a few ideas for a Valentine’s Day date to try and get my ex back 
when I get released  from county I’m not going to tell you what I got so far 
you can get your own ideas. So I’m writing while I wait for supper to get here 
while I listen to music and just write what’s going through my head. Like 
my celly told me that he talked to his girl about coming down on Monday 
which is in 3 days to bond me out and because I have huge trust issues I trust 

Kaotic

A PEEK INTO MY MIND (READ AT YOUR OWN RISK)
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him but even if he is blowing smoke in 5 days I go back to court to accept 2 
years felony probation and I will be released anyways. The biggest problem 
is that time is moving so slow I have put in my 4th request form to get my 
hair cut, I’m told if I make the list I’ll get my hair cut on Monday evening so 
I’m crossing my fingers ‘cuz my hair is looking out of control which means 
it’s time for a Mohawk hair style to come back so when I get back people 
on the outside will have trouble recognizing me again ‘cuz when I get out 
Christopher T. is gone except to my ex but to everyone else I’ll be Daemon 
King or Demon King cuz Demon has big plans. One that will take him far 
in the next two years like getting a place of my own to start well my wrist is 
starting to hurt again so I am going to give it a break I’ll come back later to 
write more for you the reader well write you later. So today is Tuesday so this 
should be the last day I am locked in this infernal cell with this f***ing an-
noying kid I don't think I’ve been this annoyed by a 19 year old. I’m so glad 
I was never like him, always talking about the decisions other people  have 
made like he isn't sitting in here like the rest of us and he is always looking 
for a fight he’s a hypocrite and I can’t stand hypocrites. So I’m really hoping 
that I get released after my court tomorrow I’ll be handing this to the guards 
either tomorrow before I’m taken to booking or tonight depending on the 
guards and my mood. So back to my thoughts like this punk better give me 
the cookie he owes me ‘cuz I’m tired of his bulls*** making deals with the 
s*** he owes me then asking him to hook him up on the outs when he gets 
out that s*** pisses me off, especially when you can’t and won't hook me up 
with what you already owe me or try saying you’ll do something and be so 
obviously BSing me come on I know I don't look that stupid maybe a little 
crazy but not stupid ok well I’m getting irritated at the moment and I’m al-
ways out of space and have no more paper so I’m going to end this with my 
teeth are hurting and nice goodbye and I hope this published and that I get 
a copy of this. 
Signed, 
Kaotic King

Oh man I feel like the biggest dork ever I must of did something everyone 
was staring at me I really should start paying more attention and focusing 
on what right in front of me instead of what around me but chances of that 
are pretty slim when ur ADHD and ADD but who cares I’ll live I hope, He 
He He           
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The bubble turns
my spirit burns
my desire to have
is one I can barely grab.

The more cravings grow
Man, this s***’s harsh, bro
I try to quit
yet it comes back bit by bit.

When I try to get away
the drug comes back and
Persuades.

And there I am
once again watching
as the bubble turns
while my spirit burns
and my desire to have 
is yet one I barely can grab.

Karysma C.

MY ADDICTION
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Words on a wall in a program room in the Larimer County Jail 
“Respect is not demanded
Respect is commanded
By your behavior.”
Hmmm 
Another rule true for the inhabitants of the jail, 
for the “clients” in the system. 
Almost never true for those cogs whose livelihoods are
supported by our existence in it. 
Pull the cameras back for enough, and all of the bullies,
are exposed, 
to any who choose to look. 
So what are all of the cameras everywhere, 
really for? 
Who 
is really after who
Why?

Terri P.

WORDS ON A WALL
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 A tear is formed, a tear is flowing, 
the pain you feel it won't stop growing.
You pleaded with God to make it stop, 
but before your prayer is answered, the other shoe drops.

 You beg and plead asking yourself why, 
then when you can't take anymore, you break down and cry.
That doesn't help either; you just want the pain to end, 
so you turn to a bag and a needle; your only real friend.

 The beat drops, the pipe breaks, hands shake, 
the relief you feel it can't be faked.
Addiction fails, love prevails, escape the snake with fiery scales.
This s*** don't play nice, won't back down from a fight, 
I know your addiction won't win, not this time.

Notty

ADDICTION WON’’T WIN

Looks like an adventure.
Sounds like a summer breeze.
Smells like the richest ambrosia.
Tastes like a sweet night's dream.
Feels like my once in a lifetime.
Looks like temptation embodied.
Sounds like an early spring dawn.
Smells like a dance on the ocean.
Tastes like the sweetest of berries.
Feels like my dreams have come true.

Notty

NATHAN
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Notty

UNTITLED
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Balance, control, drive
initiative, caught up, barely 
straddling the line between 
this life and the next 
the pendulum’s rhythm 
gains momentum. As we
take aim and find ourselves 
climbing higher and higher 
claiming our rightful place 
among the stars. Finding 
our purpose.

Angela Marie

UNTITLED

A breath without air
air without breeze
breeze without strength
strength without power
power without control
control without purpose
purpose without meaning
meaning without life
life without breath.

Angela Marie

UNTITLED
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MESMERIZING BEAUTY

Lynne T.
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FORTUNATE

Isaac J.

If I had 10 million dollars then 
they’d say I’d be okay. If it 
wasn’t just my momma then we
might be living upstate. If I wasn’t
black then they might not segregate. 
If we just showed love, then there might not be hate. If I had wings
I would fly away. If I felt fresher 
in money I would hibernate. If
nigga meant I was a nigga, they’d 
hang me right away. We’re not
lucky, but we’re fortunate. Take the 
labels we’re born with and then
we’ll die that way.
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Until the sun burns out
Until the stars go blue
Until the end of time
My heart belongs to you
Like the double-helix,
Twisted,
We are one but
Also two
The Broken Road was worth the trip
Because at the end was you

UNTITLED

Konrad
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     A & B are the first two letters of the alphabet. Without them the alphabet 
is incomplete. What if one day we were forced to not use B. The alphabet 
would take a while to get used to because for so long B came after A. As time 
would go on we would learn how to adapt without B being in the alphabet, 
but we would always remember the old alphabet that included B.
     That’s how I feel about you and me. I’m your A & your my B. Without 
you I am feelin’ incomplete. But time does heal and A learned to move on 
without B, but deep in my heart is A & B that I will always remember, so 
everyone needs to C their way out.

A & B

Ash

Feeling abandoned it’s hard for her to move on
Feeling so unloved she thinks all hope is gone
Sometimes she is angry and hard to please
But she prays to God, as she gets down on her knees
Easily sidetracked she is often blind to the things around
Indecisive and conflicted she falls to the ground
I wish she could see the girl that I see
She is caring and generous as anyone could be
Loveable and funny I have always seen her that way
I have tried to tell her and I always say,
“You are beautiful and wonderful you are my light. 
Without you around I see nothing but night. 
So don’t ever change my lovely girl, 
because you my dear light up my world!” 

WHO I AM

Ash
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It takes Someone Special to be a Daddy
To make funny faces and hear you cry daddy
a man not afraid to hold you when you cry
one who gets up with you in the middle of the night
He exists in your world, he’s not hard to find
Just stay on the road, he’s not far behind
He helped you learn #’s and took you to the zoo
He taught you to run and throw a football too
Your Dad’s by your side through thick and thin
He’ll have your back through the very end
And no matter what, I’ll have mad love,
cuz he is your Daddy when push comes to shove.

DADDY

Babygirl
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When you look at the life of a “lost little girl”
you won’t find diamonds, emeralds or pearls
A secret that started on the wrong side of the tracks
Everything in chaos, she just couldn’t relax
Mom and Dad not so proud
lost babygirl to the crowd
she fell out of reality and into love
and the (or Meth pipe) pill bottle took over when push came to shove
she hid in the darkest corner she could find
and nothing could phase her twisted mind
her fire was gone and her soul dissipated
if only this girl had anticipated
this life of sorrow, this life of shame
the money, the drugs, the bulls***, the game
it doesn’t matter, it all ends the same
The only feeling she still feels is the pain
You don’t know what happened or the demons she fights
yet you stand there and judge her, what gives you the right?
Next time you’re all mumbling under your breath
Take a minute to think about all of the stress
Then go ahead and simply see
That the “Lost Little Girl” you’re seeing
is ME!

LOST LITTLE GIRL

Babygirl
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UNTITLED

Babygirl

I, too, am America if Mexico was America
I am America, all three plus one parts of America
Good, the bad, ugly, and the unspoken of.

UNTITLED

Casper Loco
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All woman, goddess like, sexy you are,
all woman, put together, most confusing thus far.
Strong willed, yet no direction, 
such beauty, marred by imperfection.
Claiming truth with a mouthful of lies,
such potential yet you live life without tries. 
A pillar you stand, all alone, scorned and so greedy.
So confident, so full of contradiction, 
determined, yet easily swayed by your addiction.
If nothing else in life know this my love,
it’s okay to be vulnerable, once in a while we all need a shove. 
Your strengths and weaknesses make you who you are, 
don’t allow your strengths to become weaknesses that bind you from going 
far.
Trapped by your hurt, inner pain, it’s yourself you must find…
You are too strong a woman to sign out confused with a weak mind.
Open up, allow me to love you, for I promise to hear,
open up, allow me to love you, for you have nothing to fear.
All woman, goddess like, sexy you are,
all woman, the one I’ve lusted most thus far.

A HEART WIDE SHUT

Gabe the Butterfly Killer
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My love, if you spoke half as many truths as lies,
truth you proclaim, your spoken word makes my heart cry.
Self proclaimed cursed everything that you touch,
cursed is the man who loves you, for even I know that much. 
Your elegance, grace, oh your utter beauty, 
marred by inner ugly for those who know you truly. 
Good upbringing, yes indeed,
never taught in home, selfishness, such greed.
Woe is the woman trampled to the point of no return,
cursed is the man who set fire and watched her burn!
Love knows you, yet you run and hide,
you don’t know love, clinging to pain, anger, deep inside.
You’re somewhere in there, this I know to be true,
but a handful of times, a glimpse, the beauty, I saw the real you.
Gave up everything, made you my all, 
made you my all in hope of everything you give,
silly man pride goeth before the fall,
apparent was the fall with only pride to give.
Cursed is the man who set fire and watched her burn!
Woe is the woman trampled to the point of no return. 
You don’t know love, clinging to pain, anger, deep inside,
love knows you, it is me, yet you run and hide. 
You’re somewhere in there, this I know to be true,
But a handful of times, a glimpse, the beauty,
the reason I LOVED YOU.

SOMEWHERE INSIDE

Gabe the Butterfly Killer
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UNTITLED

StringBean
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 My little girl so innocent and wise,
She still brings joy and laughter at such a surprise, 
I can’t say how much she means in my life
 It’s more than words can speak it cuts like 
a knife,
 The wounds will soon be healed
Dad will grow up so fast and discreet,
 No one will be able to knock me off
of my feet,
 My little one, Dad promises these
are the sounds that will make everyone 
weak. 

MY LITTLE ONE

Nick W.
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Knock on your door
You’re under arrest 
What’s going on
Is this a test
A fog rolls in
You do your best
To try to stand up
To the pain in your chest
Now you’re in jail
Yeah, be our guest
It’s a real party
A members only fest
But I’m still not sure
Why it’s called a-rest 

DEFINE

Dave G.

DAVID

Dave G.

Devilish lady 
Angelic tart
Vivid colors
Injected
Deep in my heart 
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Moving forward 
While looking back
Mistakes made
You want another crack

Still in pain
From open sores
It’s hard to believe
What your mind stores

Seasons change
From night to day
The time has come
To put memories away

True love gone
Now in your past
Just another thing
Not meant to last

Moving forward 
Not looking back
If love comes again
I’ll take another crack 

CYCLE

Dave G.
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Woke up this mornin
With holes in my shoes
Not much to show 
For the broke dick blues

So years of workin
On all kinda crews
But all I got to show
Is the broke dick blues

I used to go to church
Singin’ in the pews
Just one song left
It’s the broke dick blues

My hand out to Jesus
Prayin’ for some news
But the only sound I hear
Is the broke dick blues

So, yeah I’ve been around 
And I’ve paid my dues 
But I can’t cash in
On the broke dick blues 

BROKE

Dave G.
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I would like to congratulate Mr. and Ms. Count Chocula.  After countless 
fallouts with major brands like Post General Mills and so on and so on, 
BooBerry couldn’t make it.  Trix the bunny rabbit is on some other kicks.  
Captain Crunch sailed in with his honey bunches.  There is an old saying in 
the cereal world that goes like, “I got to have my pops,” but Snap, Crackle, 
and Pop are a sweeter sound that tastes like cinnamon toast and feels like 
Lucky Charms.  So hearts to the bride and groom.  Let’s get chocolate 
wasted with breakfast in bed! 

SPEECH!

Glockpops
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I believe in love, but love is hard to find.

I believe in community, even if the community doesn’t believe in me.

I believe in friendship, but don’t have many friends.

I believe in life, but know it always ends.

I believe in music, ‘cause music makes me believe.

I believe in truth, but know the truth can deceive.

I believe in wisdom, but I am not wise.

I believe in love, love is my disguise.

I believe in time, but time is against me.

I believe in dreams, nightmares are the enemy. 

Woodstock

I BELIEVE
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Draven and Kolbee you’re both my heart,
but I didn’t know where to start.
I always held your hands,
as we walked through badlands.
You’re both deep in my soul,
now I need to make some goals.
I’ll never be better than you,
but don’t walk a mile in my shoes.
I remember when I held you tight,
and read you both a story goodnight.
You’re both a part of me,
and that’s cute as can be.
I love you both and your dad,
but when I left, I became really mad.
I feel so weak not seeing you both,
and I want to hold you oh so close.
Draven and Kolbee you’re both my heart,
and it’s like I got shot with a dart. 
Will you both forgive me please,
or I’ll ask God on my knees.
You’re both so strong,
I don’t know where I went wrong.
I hope to give you hugs,
and watch the lightning bugs.
I think about you a lot,
as I sit and cry alone on my cot.
Things will begin to change, 
doesn’t matter the time range.
Draven you’re so smart,
and you’re oh so cute,
mommy sends a kiss that’s mute.
Kolbee you’re oh so sweet,
but oh so calm,
I’ll send you a kiss as your #1 mom.
My two little boys,
I watch you play with your toys.
I’m such a proud mom,
and in my heart you both belong.

Lil G

MY LITTLE BOYS
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The day I was born,
I burdened your life like a thorn,
now your body looks worn.
Grandma had raised me,
into her little honey bee,
Yep that’s right my mom’s name’s Leigh.
When I started to grow,
and counted on my fingers and toes,
I was a smart baby you didn’t know.
I always went to my best friend,
I knew her family loved me to the end,
She loved me no matter what even in a bind.
I was 5 years old,
that day my story was told,
to this day it’s just as cold.
What kind of mom are you,
you left me at 5 ain’t it true,
that’s why you’re feeling blue.
When I was 15 years old,
another story truth be told,
I married James and took his last name.
That day I became his wife,
he became a big part of my life,
that cut me deeper than any knife.
I’ve always wondered why,
you left without saying goodbye,
you weren’t the best that ain’t no lie.
I always wandered through life,
always holding my knife,
when you came back then it became a war.
I started drinking,
oh hell what was I thinking,
instead you looked at me winking.
Now I’m a mom,
and I think I’ve won,

Lil G

MY LIFE
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both are smart and full of joy.
Draven and Kolbee I love you so much,
you made me feel such the luck,
now I’m here and you’re there.
Now I’m in county jail,
looking like hell,
wished I was home on bail.
I’ll be home soon enough,
mommy’s life was really rough,
remember we all need to stay tough.
I relive these horrible days,
in so many different ways,
now I’m here to stay.
My life wasn’t the best,
but forget the rest,
I always put myself to the ultimate test.
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The day you first held my hand,
my life started to feel grand.
Grandpa you were the best dad
anyone could’ve had.
When I looked into your eyes,
I always seemed to cry but knew I shouldn’t lie.
You were my best friend,
we stuck together till the very end.
The walk we took,
would have made everybody look.
Every time I think about you,
I felt like your little roo.
That day you gave me away,
in my heart you always stayed.
It makes me sad that you are gone,
but now you’re up there all alone.
Wait for me by that gate,
but God can only determine my fate.
The walk we took,
and then you read me a book.
I never seemed to cry,
until that day I asked myself why.
When I look into the sky,
it’s not cause I’m saying goodbye.
I love you Grandpa to this day,
and wouldn’t have it any other way.
The walk we took,
now I wonder as I look.
I wish you were still around,
but god has you heaven bound.
Now you’re my wing,
and now I can sing.
My eyes are cold as ice,
but I still roll the dice.
Grandpa you’ll always be my friend,
and when I get to heaven our hearts will mend.

Lil G

THE WALK WE TOOK
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When I looked deep into your eyes.
I held back all the cries.
The day you took my hand,
I wore our wedding band.
That day you left me behind,
I put my heart on rewind.
I know you carried my heart close,
but it was at its highest dose.
I gave you my heartbeats,
I sleep deep within the sheets.
You were always true,
even when you were fighting across seas and feeling blue.
I miss you and you miss me,
and in my heart you’ll forever be.
I was always so strong, 
and sometimes it felt wrong.
Our first kiss you barely touched my lips,
but your arms were always at my hips.
I never wanted you to go,
and you left me at my all time low.
Every time I think of us,
my heart begins to ruse.
I watched you walk away,
and then I knew I had to stay.
I think about you a lot,
even as you had sleepless nights on your cot.
When you went overseas,
it stuck my heart like a million bees.
You’ll always be my Hero,
as you lay deep below ground zero.

Lil G

MY HERO
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So your stolen spirit claims
Chanceless powerless waste
Wear in your stupor wait
Exhausted lazy passive pain
Slothful fiend relaxed unchanged
Pampered in your seasons, shamed
In your leisure, listless time
Depressed and blue the laggard smiles

Marcus R. 

LASSITUDE

The thunder roars the shadows scream
If only this could be a dream

Thoughts filled with blinded rage, 
living in a welded cage

Captured, kept, unkempt, forsake
freedom lost to ignorance, trait

Impious to his sacred way
Complete abandon, abash, restraint

Latent, I ponder forgiveness unsaved
Lapse, I close my eyes insane

Before the tears come, swell my eyes
Invading thoughts of suicide

Marcus R. 

INSIDE
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It has been some time Dad,
these words are yours,
“My heart and mind are made.
I trust myself first,
then I serve me up an ounce of shame.”
How many times did you ask me
“What the hell is wrong with you?”
and every time I’d say,
“Forward spawn of evil seed, 
still on the tree I’d hang.”
Thank you for the morals that
you alone instilled. 
Thanks for letting me do as I would. 
See, all your time invest, how could you not relate?
You were good-good.
I am good-bad. 
If not for you and your senseless being,
and why here in this now?
My wicked ways would be unrefined and my self-destructive path unkind.
Are you pissing off a cloud, 
or sitting in your chair?
Your little dogs are shiny nice.
F*** your badge and your perfect life. 
I really meant to say your wife.
I love you, Happy Father’s Day, 
your #1 son. 

Marcus R. 

THANKS TO CHUCK
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I am Blind said Ms. Hope
I have 20/20 vision said Mr. Hopeless.
I can see things that are more beautiful than colors said Ms. Hope.
I can see when it’s cloudy outside said Mr. Hopeless.
I can see your inward values said Ms. Hope.
I can see your outward actions said Mr. Hopeless.
I can see when there’s love inside said Ms. Hope.
I have to be shown love said Mr. Hopeless.
I believe in things you can’t see said Ms. Hope.
I don’t believe anything I don’t see said Ms. Hopeless.
You can’t see how big my heart is said Ms. Hope.
I can see how tall you are said Mr. Hopeless.
You can believe in my vision said Ms. Hope.
I wouldn’t be myself “20/20” if I believed in your vision said Mr. Hopeless.
When I’m myself being blind can’t get me down said Ms. Hope.
When I’m myself, I feel sick said Mr. Hopeless.

Sean Artisan

INVISIBLE TO THE EYE
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I will take one step towards my goals today said Mr. Persistent.
I can’t get a good job said Ms. Procrastination.
Everything happens for a reason said Mr. Persistent.
I wish something good would happen to me said Ms. Procrastination.
I will give everything I have said Mr. Persistent.
I give up said Ms. Procrastination.
I need to change the company my mind keeps said Mr. Persistent.
The people around me need to change their ways said Ms. Procrastination.
There are so many problems with this place said Ms. Procrastination.
I make mistakes said Mr. Persistent.
I don’t make anything said Ms. Procrastination.
I don’t like that you don’t try said Mr. Persistent. 
I don’t like the things you try to do said Ms. Procrastination.
Worry didn’t keep me from falling on my face said Mr. Persistent.
Worry kept me from falling said Ms. Procrastination.
I’m making the best of this circumstance said Mr. Persistent.
Under the circumstances I’m doing okay said Ms. Procrastination.
I never get anything said Ms. Procrastination.
I always get experience said Mr. Persistent.

Sean Artisan

OVER THE CIRCUMSTANCES
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What it’s like to wrestle in the “WWE” or “Smack Down”?
What it would be like to meet G.G. Allin?
What it was like in the 50s?
What was life like in the Holocaust?
Does the Devil have Arithmetic?
Where Randy Bo-Bandy is?
Soc or Greaser? Greaser :]
What it’s like to be a big fat house cat?
When people will quit biting the saying “Turn back time, to the good dope 
days?” PRETTY LAME! CREATE YOUR OWN!
What it’s like to die and how I’ll die?
Where will I be in 5 years?
Will I ever meet “The Undertaker” or “Wyatt Family.”  I hope so.
Was G.G. Allin as crazy as they say?  I would love to find out.
I think the 50s would have been diabolical to live in.
The Devil has arithmetic and green-black skin…or maybe clear, who 
knows?
Was there ever joy in the Holocaust?
Randy Bo-Bandy is eating cheeseburgers, I’m sure of it.
If I was a fat house cat, I would enjoy my sleep and Friskies.
I will hopefully die fast and painless.  Hopefully!
In 5 years, I will be off paper, sober and clean, 180 lbs., more tattoos, and 
hopefully in a new state.  BEING FREE AND SUCCESSFUL!!
I wonder and ponder these thoughts…
I wonder and ponder these thoughts…

Daniel D. 

I WONDER WHY, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE
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Green Eyez 415

LOVE U. STAND STRONG, SEE YOU ON THE FLIP SIDE
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Green Eyez 415

Some might say it’s a strength
stubbornness
Pride
I don’t think – I know
Not conceited – just convinced
Always walk with my head held high

Beauty is only skin deep
Some say my beauty is much deeper
Deeper to my Heart.

A Heart taken Captive,
Only to get bitter.

Beauty is pain, Man
they ain’t neva lied!
Pain struggling to heal,
a beautiful disaster
 no one can tame!

Telling herself she can releave the Pain…

Pride won’t let her fall
Instead she jumped off again – 

Some might say it’s a strength
Strength is a weakness
I gotta overcome…
I’m slipping’
 I’m Fallin’
  I can’t get up!

I gotta get up, so
I can continue to move along!

SOME MIGHT SAY IT’S A STRENGTH
FROM MY HEAD AND HEART
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MY HOUSE PLANT IS DYING

I open the blinds letting in the light, 
As I scan the room I noticed a 
Plant starting to wither, grabbing it 
Try to see what’s wrong devastated
I talk to it saying you can’t leave
Me, without you I can’t breathe 

Again, some might say it’s a strength.
My experience says; for myself it’s all wrong.

Some say strengths is a good thing.
So strong only to increase
 Self-inflicted wounds
 that no one can see.

Strength becomes my enemy
strength won’t let my guard down
strength antagonizes me.
Strength/pride (ego) doesn’t ask for help,
 help is exactly what I need right NOW!

Some might say it’s a Strength

But being so head strong
Is a big part
of my Lingering Pain…
 Left with a Broken Heart

Thankful my self-esteem remains with strength;
is my strength enough to help relieve my pain?

LORD. “Grant me the strength to prevail,
I am your Perfect Imperfection!”

Green Eyez 415
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A mother without a child
a child without goals
goals without dreams
dreams without sleep
sleep without love
love without a heart
a heart without a soul
a soul without a mind
a mind without a body
a body without a child
a child without a mother.

Angel Eyez

WITHOUT YOU
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What would you do if you could rewind time?
Where would you go?
Would you change the past that defines you?
But to be able to fix a mistake, or spend one more
Day with a loved one! To say one more
I Love you, to share one more kiss! 
Or possibly to take back one word, to 
Unclose one door. To chase that one 
Person that you let go or let slip away.
Would you take that chance knowing 
The whole future may be swayed.
Everything might not end up the same. 
Dreams may be lost, families may crumble and fall. 
Lessons may be unlearned. 
Would you take that chance to find your happily ever after! 

Angela T.

BUTTERFLY EFFECT
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Strength, patience and forgiveness 
Is what I seek
Understanding has always been 
My deepest desire
Finding balance amongst it 
All is where I struggle 
The most. 
For how is it that we are
To achieve serenity if we’re 
Constantly battling these racing
Thoughts and emotions that 
Torment and torture us
These spinning spiraling conflicts
That over take our very souls 
Causing us to always be on edge
Leaving us to insistently watch 
Over our shoulders. 
Trying to find better mechanisms
In order to maintain sanity
A way to avoid the insisting and 
The inevitable ongoing outcomes
That leads us to never find
That peace and serenity 

Angela T.

STRENGTH
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Why is it that the past must always catch up
To you in the worst way. Feelings that you try so 
Hard to overcome are just as strong today as
They have always been. Seeing your face brings
Back so many memories these were times
When I though you would never leave my 
Side. Nights were never so lonely. I remember
Laying under the stars. Walking the streets hand
In hand. Talking about nothing but it meaning 
More than the heart could ever express. Collecting
Rocks of every size imaginable, all the shapes of
Hearts. Skipping stones “because just like the rock
Skips across the water’s edge so does my heart
When I am near you!” Feeling as if I’m walking
On a cloud far above it all. Being tug in all directions
It’s something beyond this world, some describe it
As butterfly wings. For me it was as if I grew 
Wings of an angel and I soared high above
Where none of these earthly sorrows could reach.
That’s where the story ended, one bad decision
Lead to an overwhelming amount of others. 
Which has left us both broken and alone. 
Friendship still binds us, and although we
Still can talk about everything and nothing,
A wall has been laid brick upon brick
Stone upon stone cast around our hearts. 
Praying, hoping for a second chance at a 
Everlasting love! 

Angela T.

LOVE
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Marcus R.

SKULLS
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Sitting in my room listening to B****es cry & fight
Walking around watching the snitches cry
All they do is talk talk talk
When its time to handle the issue …
All they do is walk walk walk.
One ready to fight …
Well the other sits in the conference room and cries.
One is the b**** and the other one is a flight risk.
Both fighting like a bunch of broads
Both fighting over fishing rods.
One is old and bold
the other is young and dummm
Why all the county fights dumb?
These fools are a bunch of f****** bums
Gotta slow this down so I can get to my dream
About smoking a pound
And not think about a bunch of fighting clowns.

Baby Garza

COUNTY FIGHTS
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Me and my cellee sit here just passing time
Trying to work our minds to bust out a rhyme.
Got no gas in the tank and no road to lead us
We’re driving an idea around but it’s an empty bus.
We try to think of something exciting to do
But there’s nothing in this cell but me and you. 
Me and my cellee really get along well
Though from the outside you couldn’t tell.
Look in and we’re both most likely asleep
Dreaming of the things we used to keep.
In here there isn’t much that we own
Only tidbits and pieces reminding us of home.
Here we are trying to bust out a rhyme
It’s me and my cellee just passing time.

Baby Garza

ME AND MY CELLEE
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Sitting in a cell it’s just you and me
Trapped like animals, deprived of being free.
Without any commissary and no money on the phone
It really makes me feel like I’m in this alone.
Oh God how I wish I could just be free
This loneliness is just tearing and eating at me.
As I go day by deal, meal after meal, dis safer diss
I wonder how I’m going to make it out this.
I’m a jailbird through and through
Just killing time, me and you.
It’s as if I fell off the face of the earth and died
As I slowly forget what it’s like on the outside.
The feeling of fresh grass, or the warmth of the sun
Yet I know missing these, I’m not the only one.
There are other jailbirds here just like me
Yearning to open their wings, to fly, and be free.
Yet we’re trapped like animals, deprived of being free
So it’s just sitting in a cell, you and me.

Baby Garza

JAIL BIRD
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Life is a lesson, why are we here
Why can’t we see ourselves through a mirror
Blind by the eyes of mankind,
What’s worse to fear your own kind

We take everything for granted
So let’s stop trusting the government
Stop and take a second to open our eyes to see
What’s worse, sanity or to be free

How are we to live our lives with lies
With the bi-laws of deceit and manipulation
This lesson is for anyone who wants to hear or see
So stop turning a blind eye and fight for your life
Life is not fair so keep moving on.

Life is a lesson   

T.C.

LIFE IS A LESSON
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When she asked me out for coffee, I knew she was different. Her words were 
funny but lonely, her eyes nervously asked questions. I was looking into 
a murky well but I couldn’t turn away. Sometimes I wish I could take her 
away. We could walk a beach sipping coffee, and she’d laugh and feel really 
well and not start crying. She’d be different. No one would ask me questions 
about being with someone so weird, lonely. “Save me” she whispers. It makes 
me lonely, my life before that day seems far away. I ask questions so maybe 
she can say what hurts. I offer coffee with lots of sugar and milk, something 
different. She dries her smudged eyes, sighs, “Oh well”. I wish we could hold 
hands by a rock well and fill in her thorny wounds, fears, loneliness. Maybe 
things with her will never be different. Maybe I need to pack up and run far 
away but then tomorrow alone, she’d drink bitter coffee again and I’d be ask-
ing what if questions. My counselor asks me confusing questions. Whether 
I can help her, make her feel better, and what if I hadn’t gone out for that 
first coffee. Can I really save anyone but myself? “But she’s so lonely” I say, “I 
love her and I can’t just turn away”. I even pray that she’ll wake up smiling. 
My family says “think of college, a new, different life. A clean start”. Maybe 
a roommate will ask about politics, sign us up for a trip… far away… Can I, 
should I forget her and focus just on me? Well I’d miss her too, digging into 
my skin lonely for what I don’t look well. I stopped coffee, but the broken 
questions just reply, won’t go away. I want to be different even if I’m lonely. 

J-Dog

UNTITLED 1

The lighter’s my trigger, I load my gun. I swallow the bullets straight to my 
lungs with every drag and hit I take my thoughtless mind will come awake. 
No more Dads leaving or Moms crying. Just coughing and heaving and 
careless flying…
I guess it’s living, I guess I’m dying
And if I’m not, I’m surely trying. 

J-Dog

UNTITLED 2
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Strong willed
heart filled
energy bound
hungry hound
These are all consistent parts of a beautiful creature.
Softly spoken
dreamy token
blissful curves
smooth swerves
These are all consistent part of a beautiful creature.
Stands proud
heard loud
seen in the crowd
This being said,
the beautiful creature is a woman on the prowl.

KitKat

WOMAN
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Da Real Lisa

LISA
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     I can’t begin to explain how deep my love is for you. It hurts me inside to 
know that I can’t kiss you or hold you whenever I want. To even think that 
somebody else might be, send a shooting pain through my whole body and 
crushes my heart. I know there were many times where I didn’t give you or 
show you such love. But that was because I was acting foolish and making 
mistakes. I was letting my mind play tricks on me. The drugs were fogging 
up my vision and my heart. And I was pushing myself away from you. I 
would blame you for things I was doing and end up pushing you away in 
the long run. But let me express how truly and madly I am really still in love 
with you. I want you to be in every chapter of my book of life. I love you with 
every ventricle and vessel of my beating heart. I LOVE YOU TRISHA S.
My Love.

DRW

MY LOVE

The best feeling in the world, to anyone that knows what I mean or where 
I’ve been (prison) is getting back to the world free and clear of somebody 
telling you what to do all the time. Well that feeling was taken from me 
again, I almost gave up completely. But then I remembered there are people 
who love me and care for me and most importantly people that need me 
alive and dead rest in peace Ashley F. I love you baby girl you’re always in 
my thoughts. AS I was saying, there are people who need me. Aspyn Marie 
W. TobiJah William M. I don’t want them to have to live like I have and be-
come the person I have. So after some serious soul searching I have decided 
to make a change and go to college to become a drug counselor for kids so 
they don’t go through what “I have experienced”, and that is the honest to 
God truth. I promised myself and my family and most of all my dead cousin.

DRW

OLD VS. NEW
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Your cute little smile
And those beautiful brown eyes
My heart melts when I look at them
I remember the first time I saw them
You were too cute then
And you’re even more beautiful now
I couldn’t imagine my world without you
I wouldn’t know how
Just know your Uncle Greg loves you
And I miss you on this special day
I would love to say to you personally
I love you, have a happy birthday!!

 Love,
 Uncle Greg

DRW

ASPYN (MY BEAUTIFUL NIECE)
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Do you know what it feels like? To finally feel what has been behind a mask 
for so long? All the pain, the shock, the depression, the joy, the humor. You 
simply cannot have a happy without a sad. It’s all insane. To laugh without 
being afraid they’re going to make you seem crazy. How it feels to finally 
grieve over something traumatic without worrying about being called a cry 
baby. Even to be completely satisfied over something great and not being 
made out as a heartless or better yet careless b****. It’s so nice to be me 
again. I’m so grateful to be united with my real feelings, and not shy behind 
this mask of being high.
Yipee-cay-yay-motha-f*****.

Cecilia

UNITY
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KL

UNTITLED
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Forgotten but not gone.
My love will never die.
I sing this sad song.
Waiting for you to come by.
Till this day you are mine.
I will never let you go.
You are forgotten in time.
But my love still shows.
Like Emmanuel you will come.
To save me from eternal death.
I’m not sure who you’ve become.
You’re cold and crystal like meth.
Not gone I see you every day
Surrender your love to me.
I’ll be happy I pray.
When you will be with me.
Forgotten but not gone.
My love will never die.
Don’t leave me that long.
You’ve become my high.
In my mind you’re forgotten.
But not gone I see you
with my own eyes.
Once I was weak and sick.
But today I am a greater woman.
I am strong and happy.
Better than the old me I am.
Beautiful, Intelligent, unique.
Every day I look in the mirror
I really love me for me.
No more will I live in fear.
Of the woman I used to be.
And I know you love me too.
I can tell by the way you
look at me.

Angel Baby

GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
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A barrel of a 38 to my head. I
look at my mom and sister.
Daddy asks me where did your mom
sleep? Next to me I said. Daddy is
gonna kill me my sister says.
Boom! Daddy’s dead! He was 
shot by a man with a badge.
But that day the man was 
badgeless. And since then I’ve
been dadless. Daddy’s alive
and in the pen. He’s gone
doing time 12 yrs. You tell
me I have daddy issues, I’ll
tell you daddy was the issue.
Every night I pray. Lord please 
give him salvation. My father
God thank you for my
protection. My sister once said,
“It kinda sucks to not have
a dad.” But look at the man
all strung out it’s bad. Till this 
day I stand a bigger man. A
bigger man than he will ever be
You tell me I have issues, I’ll
tell you my daddy has issues.
Call him psycho, call him insane.
I’m stronger at playing this game.
Now I’m 18 and all daddy gave
me was his name. This man will
never change. I think about 
him every day. You tell me I have daddy issues. But with
out daddy there are no issues.

Angel Baby

DADDY ISSUES
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It’s not always good to hate,
That will always determine your fate. 
You’re a crazy and wild child, 
In reality your life has been tiled. 
You’re the bullet that always runs, 
When it comes out the barrel of my gun.
Always stay calm, 
It won’t take so long. 
Now you’re on lockdown, 
You fought now discipline was sought. 
You should always be friendly, 
Instead of acting weirdly. 
Every time we shoot our guns, 
We’ll have wild and crazy fun. 
This time you need to settle down, 
In here without your crown. 
Don’t be mean, 
We need to work together as a team. 

Cindy W.

UNTITLED
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Your lips look so sweet
I can’t wait till they meet 
You’re the love of my life
And please keep me in your life. 
Every time I look into your eyes 
I see the tears you’ve cried! 
We’ll be together forever, 
Don’t ever say never! 
Jason you’re my real man, my 
Best friend, my soul mate
 My everything! 
I’m a drop of a dime I’d be 
By your side through anything! 
We’ve both done wrong 
Now the time won’t take long
Just remember we need to be 
 STRONG! 
I love you ~ you love me 
And in our hearts we’ll 
 Forever be! 
I miss you and this is true!
I’m in LOVE WITH YOU!

Cindy W.

JASON F. CASEY
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My success is just a dream right now 
When I set out I will make it the here and now
My success will be seeing others succeed
My council will help them you see
For when I succeed the youth will be happy
For I will hold their secrets and demons all to me
They will hate, cry, laugh, scream, and fight
But by the end they will sleep sound all night 
For when I success it will be in here 
That you will see
My success! 

Cindy W. 

SUCCESS

Do I fly high
Do I not 
Is it fame I seek
Is it not
Will I succeed
Or will I not
Of course I will because I'm Me
I will do anything you see
Now that I am doing Me
Because the me I know now not only can
But will do it you see
I may not be perfect
But I am perfectly happy being me!!

Cindy W. 

FLY HIGH
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~Dear God Please don't let it be the end
Don't let him leave without the last good-bye
I know he is yours without a doubt but,
Dear God please don't let it be the end
I want one last fishing trip
I want to tell My Daddy sorry for every thing
I want one last memory with my Dad
Dear God Please don't let it be the end
Not with way not now, not yet
I know it's me but please have mercy on me
My all merciful God Please don't let it be
Not without me by my Daddy's side
Please don't take him from us not just yet!
I have three sons, I know are going to take
this very hard and Mommy needs to be 
there So I beg thee please please
Dear God please don't let it be the end
I have learned my lesson from my past
I promise, I won't stop being willing to 
learn as you teach me
But Please God Please Not Now Not this way
I give you my soul, I give you my heart
I will always do my best to do your work
 forever more
Dear God Please don't take him now
I ask thee not just for me but for 
my Mom and my three boys to please
let me be there with them so we all can
heal together and show my Daddy before
he goes I will not ever go away from thee again
Dear God Please DON'T let it be the End.

~PLEASE~

Cindy W.
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FEAR AND LOATHING

KL
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The past is but a faint memory
As that wave that’s quickly pulled out to sea

The present I choose to live for today
Embracing the multiple blessings in front of me.

The future is that of the sun
too big and bright for my eager ways to know
and that of the present sun that’s always eager to show.

PAST AND PRESENT

Lynne T.

We would fish in silence
just drinking a beer

A great big trout would land on my hook
my dad would jump up and yell a
great big cheer.

Beers went flying
other poles were thrown
my dad chased the net
and brought my fish in all my own.

His littlest daughter
he was so proud to show
with that great big fish
dragging behind us in tow.

Very proud memories of my
dad, this I know.

MY DADDY’ ’S HOOK

Lynne T.
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Moms, dads, sons, daughters, brothers, sisters, aunts,
uncles, grandmas, grandpas, godmothers, and godfathers
YES, some of you are even with us here
and still part of a family out there.

You out there show us
anger, bitterness and hate
as though we can take on more
than what we already have on our plate.

Oh we need you to understand
that we're not bad, it's only that
we've been dealt a little harder hand.

Someone said “We're wired to love,
Be loved, and to belong.”
We know it’s when we lose these things
that something inside of us goes wrong.

Abuse, neglect, abandonment and grief
whatever it may be
Turns us to drugs, alcohol + crime,
Things we never wanted you to see.

Please try to understand we've been punished
And we're paying the price
So whether it feels right of wrong to you
Have compassion in your heart for us. BE NICE!

Help us to find our lost sense of values
A little skip in our step
while paying our dues.

A changed person will be released
Are we loved, do we belong? We need to know

OTHERS OUT THERE

Lynne T.
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We have escaped from a world of 
darkness and fear
Next time we call – PICK UP THE PHONE! 
To us you're special, it's your voice we need to hear.

We guard ourselves when tears begin,
and though we are torn from within
We must be strong with every “hang up” we hear
For all sense of value is gone
All that remains is a single tear.

The day will come when we'll be freed
Freed from these chains, free to care
Free to give a great big hug
to you others out there.

We need you the most, in case you forgot
And so please hear our cry,
Give us your love and your support
and not just your hurried goodbye.
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Our Sisters are beside us
in every way, and form

We live our seconds, hours and days together
 fighting every storm.

You would think that jail is a place where
we begin to change our attitudes, thoughts + ways

Just the opposite for some twisted sisters
in here…
Ulterior motives, lying + cheating each other for
commissary, the riches of jail life each and 
all of our days.

We are without our homes, children, belongings
and such.
We should be consoling each other and without
personal gain. The fake unreal negative energy
of some is quite often just too much.

Twisted Sisters let’s be of a quality
domain. Encourage, forgive, and have
peace with each other. Stop bringing
on any more pain.

TWISTED SISTERS

Lynne T.
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How often have we felt miles away from each other?
How often have we pretended to be with another?
How many times did we wish the separation would end?
How many chances have we had to make something new begin?
When will we finally come together and share the same dreams?
When will we forget the past and all the silent screams?
When will we stand together as a united front?
When will we forget all the words after but?
One thing I realize with everything that I am. 
The answers to most of these questions I could give a damn.
We both know…together we are stronger, then we are when we’re apart. 
Maybe we should get our unity tattooed upon our hearts. 

UNITY

Princess P.B. Callas
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I sit here and think about all the things
that we’ve been through.
The ups and downs, I wouldn’t have wanted to 
experience them with anyone but you.
I remember the first day I met you…
that was almost four years ago.
We had no idea that it would someday
turn into the Jeff and Maggie Show.
I know it’s not always easy to be
married to a girl like me.
I knew I’d be with you forever,
on the day you gave me a chair
with a key.
Our relationship hasn’t always been 
perfect, we stand way outside the norm.
The thing that makes us work is that 
we are the perfect storm.
I will love you with everything that I
am until my dying day.
Even though we are apart we will
always find our way.
You have never given up on me
and I will never give up on you.
We have the perfect love story…
and our book isn’t through.

SPARKLE MUFFIN PANCAKE

Princess P.B. Callas
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It was all just a lie, so I must say 
good-bye.

I had hope for a moment, but now it is 
gone; there is just too much wrong. 

Where we decided to go turned into a 
fork in the road. 

I went one way and you chose the 
other. 

I hope that you will understand; this
hurts it really does.
 
I have hopes and dreams of a new life, 
something different, something clean. 

ONCE UPON A TIME 

Princess P.B Callas

HEART

Graves
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I don’t want anyone to know me or 
 to have heard of me.
I’m tired…
I’m worn out…
I want to be able to go to the store
or walk down the street and not
see anyone I know.
I want to grocery shop in peace…
Pump my gas in peace…
Go to Walmart in peace…
I have realized in order to get
this peace I have to say goodbye.
Fort Collins/Larimer County can keep 
its fame.
Once I leave here – I’m not
coming back.

FAMOUS GOODBYE

Princess P.B Callas
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I’m surprised you haven’t left me behind
all the things I’ve done.

Even with the black eyes and broken knuckles,
you say, “I’m still the one.”

It’s amazing you still talk to me after I
have left you so many times.

You look deep into my eyes and say,
“Yes, baby, you’re still mine.”

No matter how hateful or crazy I get,
you never let me go.

You tell me, “Crazy girl, it’s with you
I want to grow old.”

I look at you and ask, “What is
it that makes you stay?”

It takes you a few minutes to 
answer because you don’t want to
sound gay.

You hold my hands in yours, as
you get tears in your eyes.

You tell me, “If I ever had to live
a day without you, I think I’d
rather die.”

ANOTHER COUNTRY LOVE SONG

Princess P.B Callas
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What gives you the right?!
What gives you the right to play
With people’s lives, the right to 
Sleep with other men’s wives
the right to turn others to slaves
by selling them the poison they pump
into their veins the right to cause 
So many different kinds of pains
What gives you the right to
ruin your life, the right to
Cut deep like a dull knife
What gives you the right to have
Hate for people you never met just
cause they claim the wrong set what
gives you the right to play with 
a young girl’s heart to be so up
and down, like a roller coaster
cart what gives you the right to make life 
changin’ decisions to send slugs at your
enemies that ultimately end in Surgical
Incisions what gives you the 
right to think you don’t deserve life
in Prisons what gives you the right
to want A Change, a new life to 
grow up have kids and a wife
what gives you the right to be 
be two-sided to give others advice
As though you were guided 

WHAT GIVES YOU THE RIGHT

Shaun S. 
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FACE EVERYTHING AND RECOVER

Daniel & Liam
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ZOMBIES

Daniel & Liam
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Everything I do, every step I take, is being assessed.
To see if I’m fill in the blank enough. 
I’m never enough, I’m worried they’ll send me home.
Everyday could be my last here.
The stress is bad, anxiety, through the roof.
Because my depression is linked to my self image, I’m worried I’ll fall back 
into it. All this work for nothing. I pray they don’t send me home soon. I’m 
not stable and I fear if they send me back I’ll be right back at the start. And 
I’ll have to try to come back and start over all again. 
I hope it doesn’t come to that. 
I’m a stubborn b**** when I plant my feet.  

ENOUGH

Recovery Pandaz

I’m getting better but I’m not. 
I don’t want to follow through with suicide as much but I still want to com-
mit suicide. 
Those two are two different things.  
I don’t want to follow through because I don’t want to hurt those around 
me and I kinda want to live so I can change the world as much as possible. 
I still want to commit suicide because I don’t deserve to live and I don’t 
want to feel pain anymore. I am a horrible person and I hurt those around 
me so much when I don’t mean to. 
I need to focus on me in order to make those thoughts go away. Thank god 
they’re helping me. 

HELP

Recovery Pandaz
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After the first bite it’s always “Just one more bite”
That’s what I tell myself after I give in to temptation.
Besides, if I don’t eat, someone will suspect something.
“Just one more bite” I think as I find myself enjoying the taste of the food 
settling in my mouth.
Just one more, just one more, just one more.
That’s what I tell myself in order to get by.
“One more bite won’t hurt”. Besides, it’ll keep them from suspecting any-
thing.
Before I know it, all of my food is gone… but am I truly full yet?
No, but I don’t have the willpower to eat anymore…
I CANT eat any more.
I DON’T DESERVE to eat any more.
I’m a pig for eating as much as I already have!
I need to work on my self control.

Sometimes I realize that maybe I CAN have seconds - So I do - 
Then, the full belly that greets me when I finish makes me regret every-
thing!
Now I really am a pig, my self control must be nonexistent. 
I try to make sure those around me are eating enough and being kind to 
themselves. 
When after every meal I regret
Ever taking
That first bite.

JUST ONE MORE BITE

Recovery Pandaz
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With the help provided, with this environment that I strive in
I am on the path. 

The path to loving myself. 
The path to getting through all of this.

The path to surviving and living through my teen years.
I have hope! I can do this. With their help, I can do this!

I haven’t been genuinely happy in a long time.
It feels good. I feel good. I can do this!

I really believe that I can, I feel so blessed.
Thank you to all who have helped me get here. 

It has taken a week, but I am starting to see the light. 
I believe that if I stay here I will be stable and ready to go home soon! 

I just need to work on myself first. 
My self respect, self esteem, my love for myself.

I can do this.
Rem staff is here for me, while I…

No, we, break through this layer of rock that
I’ve put up to protect myself.

I am on the path to loving myself. 

LOVE MYSELF

Recovery Pandaz
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Right now, I’m not in love, I refuse, because loving means falling, and I’m 
afraid of breaking even more. I’m afraid of breaking enough that I will never 
be able to love again.
I’ve come to the conclusion that maybe I’m better off alone because no one 
has ever loved me the way I love them, and I have never felt like anyone truly 
wants or needs me romantically. I just hope that people stop using me and 
start really loving me for who I am, not what I do for them, not because I 
make them feel better about themselves. I love people for who they are.
I swear I’m not a stalker, I just pay attention. You see… I fall in love with de-
tails. Little details, like how steady or unsteady your hands are, the depth of 
your eyes, how your hair falls perfectly on your head, or the melodic rumble 
of your voice. Little details that you may not even know others notice or see. 
I fall in love with your walk, your posture, your stride.
With how you look when you think no one is watching you.
With how you look when you catch me watching you.
With how you look when I catch you watching… me-
I fall in love with your laugh, your smirk, the sparkle in your eyes, how the 
corner of your mouth turns up, like a string is pulling it when you smile. I 
fall in love with your favorite animal, color, place. With your hobbies, and 
what you love most in the world. With hearing you talk about what you’re 
passionate about, because when you talk about what you love, you come 
alive.
I fall in love with the flirting, with me teasing you, and you teasing me back.
I swear I’m not a stalker… I just pay attention.
Sometimes I find myself wishing that I could read your mind. But then I 
wonder if I can handle the truth. Even though I pay attention and I read 
people easily. I fear that you are like everyone else. I’m scared that one day I 
will find myself bleeding out of a hole in my chest, looking at you as you hold 
the knife that pierced my heart. Even though you potentially swore that you 
would never hurt me like that. You haven’t sworn this to me yet, and I don’t 
think you will, but what if you do? What if we get closer? What if I allow you 
to climb the wall that I have put up around myself, in order to protect my 
heart. What if I let you in… What do I do? Being vulnerable like that is hard.
Nevermind, I worry myself too much.

DETAILS

Recovery Pandaz
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Tick. Am I pretty enough, do people like me? Tick My clothes are they okay? 
is my makeup smudged? Tick has my anxiety caused my face to flush yet? 
Can they see my scars? Tick I can feel all the eyes on me, I feel my face flush-
ing, my heart racing, breathing quicken Tick I wish I was anywhere else 
right now, doing anything else. have I eaten today? Tick No I haven’t, that’s 
fine. Just keep it together. Is it hot in here? Nope Just my anxiety Tick Don’t 
cry, breathe in, breathe out, calm down Tick Calm down, you’re okay, no one 
hates you don’t worry what you look like Tick You’re gonna be okay some 
people can understand Tick I hate myself, my anxiety. The coping skills I 
try to use, nothing helps. Why do I put myself out there if it only brings me 
stress. It’s only been 10 seconds yet my mind has been so busy.

10

Recovery Pandaz

I share my writing in hope that it will help someone, or that someone will 
be able to relate to what I said.

Because maybe they will feel better about what they are feeling. Maybe I’ll 
make them feel better.

If I can affect someone else in a positive way,
If I can help someone else.

Then maybe I can help myself.   
Or maybe someone else can help me.

Does that make me selfish?
I rarely put myself first.

So thinking that maybe if I help others I can get help…
Is that selfish?

HELP YOU HELP ME

Recovery Pandaz
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Dear “friends” and peers,
I wanted to kill myself, but all you did was tease me about how unorganized 
I was.
I was starving myself, but all you did was complain about the dirty dishes in 
your sink that WEREN’T MINE!
I was fighting my demons and trying to stay alive, but all you did was tease 
about how I never do anything, how I’m a lazy slut, how I need to go drink 
bleach, how no one will ever love me. When I told someone you said these 
things, you were hurt because you were “only teasing.”
I was trying to be kind to others, I was trying to take care of others, I was 
trying to give others some of my love and time because everyone deserves 
love… but all you did was talk about how “I’m a bandaid whose only pur-
pose is to fix people” how “I don’t have any real friends” how “no one needs 
me” and how “I’m stupid for always seeing the good in people, cause seeing 
that good in people is going to get me killed” Even though I also see the not 
so good, I’m not blind, I just understand that we are only human, and we 
make mistakes. I was trying to get over heartbreak, loss, and betrayal. I was 
trying to get used to a new house, school, city, state, and well… life. But all 
you did was talk about how I need to learn to truly trust people, cause “no 
one likes a fake b**** with a fake smile.”
When I was screaming out for help, you just screamed at me about how “It 
wasn’t your fault that I was hurting” ...you didn’t even try to help me.
When I won an award, you took the credit because apparently you help me 
get through the darkest nights… You poor baby, your legs must be scarred 
because of how often your pants are on fire.
When I started getting better you knew that If I wasn’t stuck in a pit of self 
hate, reaching for your hand to help get out… I would realize that you were 
doing more bad than good. When I got out of that pit… for 4 whole freak-
ing days… You did everything you could to push me back in it. While I did 
everything I could to cut you out.
In the end, I was back in that pit, and you my dear, were successfully out of 
my life.
Now I’m trying to climb back out of that pit, at a new school… Without you 
there to push me down, without you there to help make that pit bigger and 
deeper.

ALL YOU DID:
A letter to the people who weren’t there for me when I needed you.

Recovery Pandaz
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UNTITLED

Rica Rockstar
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Pain, a room full of fragile people each with their own problems, own de-
mons that they are fighting. If we could all be compassionate and caring and 
loving towards others and ourselves, I bet most of us wouldn’t be here. there 
would be no need? Or would there. Is it fate that we are all here?
 Tell me do you believe in destiny?

DESTINY

Recovery Pandaz

UNTITLED

Cindy W.
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I’ve always had a problem with weakness. In elementary school I would 
show boys that I wasn’t weak by fighting them. I would show teachers that I 
wasn’t dumb by always getting good grades and overachieving. I would show 
the world that I wasn’t inferior just because I was a girl by doing all of this, 
and not wearing “girly” clothes. You see one thing that was drilled into my 
mind by society was that because I’m a girl, I’m automatically weaker, dumb, 
inferior, powerless, the damsel in distress.
When I was 13 I got my black belt in Tang Soo Do. At black belt testing, I was 
set up to fight two older and taller boys who were already black belts. Half-
way through the fight, I started having an asthma attack. After my master 
told the two to stop and pulled me aside, I finally built up the courage to ask 
for my inhaler. She (my master) then looked me in the eyes and said, “Shai… 
what the hell were you thinking out there? You could have died.” I explained 
that I didn’t want to seem weak. She laughed and told me that she too was 
a female with asthma and it didn’t make her weak because she didn’t ignore 
it. My master was a small 5’1” petite Korean lady, who weighed maybe 135 
pounds, all muscle. I’ve seen her take out a 6’3” fighter with just one kick to 
the head. So naturally, I never ignored my asthma again. Nowadays I’m still 
struggling with weakness. If you put me in a room full of kids with mental 
disorders, and we all know that we all have a mental disorder of some sort… 
I’ll be the last one to admit it out loud, because I’m afraid others will view 
me as weak. I’m scared to cry in front of people because I’m afraid others 
will view me as weak.
Now in some cases where there isn’t a ton of people.
In cases where there is only one person.
Maybe it is okay to be vulnerable and weak.
But only under certain circumstances.

JUST A GIRL 

Recovery Pandaz
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The dope game is the game that you always lose
Sittin’ in the county jail singin’ the blues

Can I take it back
Is there a rewind button to push

I can’t go back, choices
Forward is the only way to go, choices

The life of a hustler, is that really all I know?
The addiction sways in and out, there’s nowhere to go

My first shot
Life spiraling down, this would have been my life’s plot

Give me another shot
Don’t put me on the spot

I smoke that b**** endless twisted cloud of smoke
Breathe deep, feel that heat
Like Russian roulette with a bullet hole inside my dome

The choices I have made
Sent me away for another day, another day

I came to a fork in the road
And chose the wrong way, wrong way

COLLABORATIVE BLUES SONG

LCDC Women’s Collaboration
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LARKA PARKA LYCANTHROPIA

SOL
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Mama oh Mama
Mama was blinded by love
Mama had a daughter and a son
and all she wanted was the father
but did he bother?
Not once.
Still, head over heels Mama tried to surf this
broken surface
fell into the lies and had his 3rd kid
Look Mom I’m grateful, 
but you should’ve learned
at eighteen
that he didn’t see you for what you were
A Teenaged Queen. 
There were a lot of problems bottled in, but you still followed him
Left beaten in a dark room lonesome
Can’t move bones numb. 
Tears soaked baby blanket saying
Our babies are worth
All the pain
So convinced you were in tough love
You had a fourth
on the way
Dang Mom!
It took you four lives
in Eight years
To grow tired
and hate him?
He played you and cheated us
What way can we make this score even up
but she replied
Look Son, it’s way more than that
It doesn’t hurt any longer when bygones are bygone
because in the end
I won. 

MAMA

June
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Dear Mom,
     1st things 1st I wanna apologize for all the stress I’ve caused. In and out 
my ears I know it seems but there is also things I’ve listened to all along.
     Like all the mixed emotions when all my father did was hurt you. “I felt 
it” But I also felt my siblings replace all that was hurtful. 
     Know if I had a choice momma I wish I could’ve made my birth less 
painful, “To help through the already hard times,” but I couldn’t wait to put 
a face to my angel.
     Here’s the truth.
     I know it takes a lot to love me. Especially since I’m more than a hand-
ful. Which is why I love you more more. Since before the womb, when I 
was but a tadpole. 
     Still I apologize for so much more, my single parent of us four. “the 
stronger of the two,” Ms. the only one to roll. And for your dedication there 
isn’t a parent more wonderful. 
     I really wish there were discounts for being that strong. Or at least half-
offs, because for not giving up it shows, at least one of my parents had balls. 
“ha ha.” 
    I miss you greatly Mom and know it was always my fault being where 
I am because I finally understand, for a woman it ain’t easy, tryna raise a 
Man “Thanx Tupac”
     So to my first friend in life AKA the strongest person alive, I really hope 
my letter makes her smile.
     Again I apologize it took so long to write back but I send this with love.

“forever your Son”
Your 3rd Child, 
June

DEAR MOM

June
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Why do things have 
To be complicated
Between us, do you not see
That we are starting to have 
Feelings for each other 
Are we just too blind to see?

The days I spent with you 
While my man was locked up
Were the best days of my life
I never felt so wanted until
I met you 

Our feelings for each other kept 
On growing
We both knew we couldn’t keep
Seeing each other 
Your best friend is my man

Why didn’t we get to 
Say goodbye, did you know
That I liked you too
Is it too late for us?

If only things didn’t have to be 
Complicated
If only you could see it was you 
I wanted all along
Instead of him 

1-8-16

Marcelina R. 
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LOVE, LOYALTY, HONOR

Cindy W.
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The days go by 
You’re still on my mind 
What’s wrong with me 
I thought I could 
Forget about you 
Like you’re nothing to me
Just like you did to me
But my heart still hurts
I thought I could replace you 
Which I already did 
But all I do is sit here
The doors behind me are closed
I can’t sleep 
It’s like my mind is on a roller coaster
Going on a fast ride
That just won’t STOP
Why can’t I just forget
About you like I did 
To the rest 

1-28-16

Marcelina R. 
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Somewhere along the way 
I’ve lost myself in the game
Always going in circles
What it the meaning of insane 
Don’t get things twisted
My small bark comes with a bite
I may not look like a fighter
I’m ready to fight
Do I have you fooled yet
By this image you see
It’s to keep you away 
So you don’t see the real me
I want you to cry first
So you don’t see my pain 
I’m screaming deep down inside
Where my tears fall like rain
I’m ready to change
But not really sure how
It doesn’t matter
I will stay strong for me
And one day with a little help
From God
I will be who I’m meant to be 

UNTITLED

Marcelina R. 
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My mind is going
In circles
I can’t believe
What I just heard
 My heart is broken 
I wanna cry 
But I’m holding 
Back my tears
I can’t think 
I can’t focus
I wish I could
Hold you 
And not let you go
I wish you would 
See that I’m 
Still here for you 
I wish you didn’t 
Have to go 

I WISH

Marcelina R. 
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Sometimes I wonder 
 if things will get better 
 how did my life 
 get so out of control 
 to the point 
 I just want to give up 
 my life isn't the same 
 I'm no longer 
 who I used to be 
 it's killing me inside 
 I know that deep down inside 
 the real me is somewhere 
 calling for help 
 but the new me 
 is taking over 
 trying to fight 
 with the old me 
 the thoughts I have 
 are slowly taking over my body 
 I have no more fight 
 left in me 
 I'm finally giving up with 
 on life 
 I no longer want the old me 
 to come back.

SOMETIMES I WONDER

Marcelina R. 
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My insanity is a form of Brutality
to the morality of my family.
The casualties in my life are a formality
of mortality.
So how will I ever find out
if balance is a real part of reality
Looking at life from a different
Perspective. 
Feeling that my energy is no longer
effective. 
Is it because of my neglecting
ways?
My questions crash about like waves
on stone cliff ears.
Please tell me this, how can a few
months be worse than our happy years?
I decline your honor, can that last 
Statement be scratched from the record?
Now that I think about it, were those happy
times only mine?
Was I blind, not just from lack of lenses?
Wondering is this the end, Am 
I being de-friended?
Treated as if you never knew me or cared for me.
AAAAHHH!!!
Confusion is causing a chaotic 
mental state of illusions.
Frivolous conversation is a swarm
of Hornet’s intervention.
Mind from suffering contusion
from verbal Anyougens  

UNTITLED

Lion
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Kyra the little flya
Who runs but not on flat tires,
She may fall but gets back up,
Because she’s never tired
What makes me happy is she’s
Not a little cryer,
She has a lot of friends because she’s a multiplier
And that’s the Young Stunna Kyra 

KYRA

Kyra

UNTITLED

Cindy W. 
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Dear you, 
Hey you! 
Ya you
I mean me?
You nerd 
Ya you are me..
Yeah? Me?
I am you…
I am the nerd
That you is me
Me, I’m a nerd?
You ask why?
Why?
I’m a nerd? 
Why you a nerd?  
Why am I a nerd?
Why is you nerd?
Why are we nerds?
Let’s just say you is a nerd
And let’s leave it at that….
Sincerely, 
You Me the Nerd 

YOU NERD

Nate J. 
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Feeling abandoned it’s hard for her to move on
Feeling so unloved she thinks all hope is gone
Sometimes she is angry and hard to please
But she prays to God, as she gets down on her knees
Easily sidetracked she is often blind to the things around
Indecisive and conflicted she falls to the ground
I wish she could see the girl that I see
She is caring and generous as anyone could be
Loveable and funny I have always seen her that way
I have tried to tell her and I always say,
“You are beautiful and wonderful you are my light. 
Without you around I see nothing but night. 
So don’t ever change my lovely girl, 
because you my dear light up my world!” 

WHO AM I

Angela V.
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~Every now and then
I catch a glimpse of where I’ve been
But I’d trade it all just
to lie next to you again
When that engine roars.
When it’s calling me back on board
So I close my eyes
and dream of you, that’s all I need.
~Trains may come rolling,
Take me where they may,
But if its your hand I’m holding
I’ll make it through the day.
Won’t you say the same for me
Or worry not my dear.
Horses are faster, So I can disappear
~Through the foggy glass.
I see faces from my past
Friends I wish I never lost,
and Love that could never last
I guess I’ll set on down. 
And pour another shot of crown
And close my eyes, dream of you,
that’s all I need.
~Trains may come rolling,
Take me where they may.
But if it’s your hand I’m holding
I’ll make it through the day
Won’t you say the same to me,
Or worry not my dear
Horses are faster, So I can disappear.

HORSES ARE FASTER

Cecilia Mae
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Tell me what it is you desire most,
Is it me, up against you real close?
Maybe all you want is just another dose.
Try a shot of me, feel me run
Run through you, you've never had THIS
much fun.
I'm more than what even junkies crave,
Dare you to take a shot.
I always knew that you were brave.
Did I just take your breath away?
Never knew I could get your head
spinnin, trippin, lost in a daze.
I'll be that high that never lets you
down,
I'll be what you crave when no 
one is around,
Now you know I've got your love,
medicinal
I'm all you want, more than recreational
From best friends, to soulmates,
more than any hit,
I'm that feindin’, gotta have it,
addiction you can't quit
C'mon, hunny, I've got your fix.

MORE THAN AN ADDICTION

Cecilia Mae
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Do you see what I see?
When I look in your eyes
I used to see me
It’s been years since
I’ve seen those Innocent
 Eyes
Now all I see is your treacherous
 Lies.
Your soul’s so lost that 
I really can’t tell
Whether you’re here
Or lost in your own personal hell.

DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?

Lady Joker
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I’m missis blue.
I’m here to stay with you. 
No matter what you do
When you’re lonely 
I’ll be lonely too. 
Two of us were faded
As our eyes were shaded
Then a baby that
Was born on Christmas Day.
Soldiers taking orders
Cause we must
Defend the borders of our nations 
The other sides the same
I’m missis blue.
I’m here to stay with you. 

UNTITLED

Adriana W.
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I wish the summers were longer.  The warmth of a summer day seems to 
bring out the best in me and in all in general more smiles on faces.  I notice 
the warmth on my face seems to bring a certain glow to my cheeks.  Physi-
cally my eyes change color.  My smile is bigger and brighter—and the ten-
sion in my shoulders goes away.  I feel like I am more agile and free in all.  If I 
could change this particular season, I would definitely lengthen the summer 
season.  

SOMETHING I WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE

Nate S. 
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Our power would be,
the love in thee.
West to East, North to South,
how could that be without a doubt.
We don’t stir the pot,
cause we don’t want to get caught.
Frog eyes and cat thighs,
makes it to where you can’t lay those lies.
Purple to Blue, Gold to stay,
we have a love that grows everyday.
Here’s a spell,
know it well,
if you don’t you’ll dwell under the well.
Say it once, Say it twice,
if you don’t you’ll turn to mites.
Here’s our spell,
say it well,
if you don’t and cares well…
Spell
3 Fowl
5 Sense of humor
2 Rabbits feet
2 Variety of jewels
1 leveling call
an obscure amount of throats
9 signifying skies
3 motherly hearts
3 jail birds in LCJ POD WAA
Then you’ll stir with honesty, loyalty and respect.
When you’re done,
say a prayer,
for these witches we are,
the next in cell 4 are forever more.

THE WITCHES

Lil G, Cindy W. and Lady Redwood
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I wonder what you’re doing right now
Are you in your cell looking at the moon
Are you hoping and praying that we’ll be back together soon?
Back in each other’s arms
Where we’re supposed to be
Putting all this lost time behind us
Be patient baby, you’ll see
Doing this together this time as husband and wife
Living different – living a sober life
Making new memories and making them last.
Never again letting time pass by us too fast.
So if you’re wondering what I’m doing right now
I’m in my cell staring at the moon
Knowing with all my heart that we’ll be back together soon.

I WONDER

Lady Redwood
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Reflecting on reflections
Trying to turn back time
Pushing forward or hitting rewind.
Hitting a puddle, or tasting that injection.
Breaking hearts or feeling the rejection.
It’s all signs of our self-induced affliction
Trying to say goodbye to a long time addiction.
It was only one drug once. Now maybe two or three.
I keep holding my hand out
Crying for your help
“People Can’t You See”
It’s just me here inside, fighting this man-made addiction
wanting so much to be helped and healed
of this paralyzing affliction
Hurting others? Who could this be?
Stealing, robbing, this isn’t me.
I look in the mirror feeling the painful affliction
Finally locked away from my final addiction.

TIME AFTER TIME

Lady Redwood
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Love me
And you will never have to
 ask if I love you
Love me
And you will never have to
 look for my hands
As my arms will be around
 you.
Love me
Tell me your fears
I will fight away along
 with all of your tears
Love me
And ask for the moon
I will do my best to hand
 it to you.
Love me
I will love you too.

UNTITLED

Lady Redwood
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I am your God
I am the one you need
I can put you on top
I can drop you to your knees
LOVE and Faith
Don't hold anything next to me
You will give it all up
Just wait and SEE
If you have a bad day
I can lift you up
And do question the fact
that I will never give you up
you will run to me
 every time you hurt
All I do is try to put you
 in the dirt
when the money runs out
 So will I
You will see that you've
 been living a lie
when the money comes back
I'll be your loving thing
 that you also fear
When you try to sleep
 I will keep you up at night
After all
 I'm here to fight
When you die
They'll all say it's too soon
What if they knew 
about me, you and the spoon.
So get rid of me now
 or you'll sadly see
Put heroin + hell + you
 forever us three.

UNTITLED

Lady Redwood
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Give me your heart
And you can keep
 my soul
Let me hold you
 in my arms
Until we both
 grow old.
Lay with me
 and give me your fears
Let me wipe away
 all of your tears
Show me your demons
 that hide in the night
I will show you
 how to win that fight
Let me be the one
 to stand in the way of the
 destructive forces
That will try to rip
 you away
Know in your heart
 that we are the best
Let yourself
 forget the rest
If I had a dollar baby
 then you'd have two
As everything I do my
love
 I do for you.

UNTITLED

Lady Redwood
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Running swiftly through the forest
legs almost flying through the trees

breath billows out of their noses like smoke
and as powerful as the wind 

one stands above them 
as tall as a mountain

his majestic head held high as he plunges through the forest
he stops and stares up at the moon

he starts to sing the song of beauty and laughing his
strong voice echoes across the mountain piercing my heart

he turns and faces his children with love in his 
eyes, he nods, as he races through the trees

a loud boom fills the air, breaking the silence.
He stumbles and falls to the ground

with his final breath he howls a farewell
to the moon, he shudders and falls back. Dead.
I open my eyes his farewell ringing in my ears

I think, why does everything 
good die, for reader, soon the forest will
cease to howl and soon the message of 
hope will fall away, dust in the winds 

of time, unless we stop it, unless we remember
his song of hope and love, remember and cherish his 

words and maybe this murderous period will end
and leave us all free and full of love and hope,

we are warriors in a battle soon it will end 
and soon we will be gone or live in the memories

of others. 

THE ALPHA

Ezekiel
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Ride or Die, that’s what I say
Even though we’re far away
It didn’t take much to know you were gold
You opened up and let me into your soul. 
This is why I know it’s right
Because we’ve become so very tight
I know I can tell you anything I need
And you know you’ve always got a friend in me 
The days and months and years will go by
We’ll still be riding on this high
Emotions, Endorphins, Passion, Love
Whatever you call it; it fits like a glove
I’m down for you till’ the very end
Whether the courts say two years or ten! 

I’’’M DOWN FOR YOU!

Baby Girl
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There will never be a day that will ever come to an end,
that I don’t think about my long lost friend.
He made such an impact on my life that it still grows,
sometimes I still smell you in my clothes.
My memories will never fade,
I really wish you would’ve stayed.
But life took its course, and you had to go,
but I see your silhouette and feel you in my soul.

MY SOLDIER, MY BEST FRIEND

Chrissy LB
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OGALA LAKOTA NATION

D.rae

She is a help mate to correspond to you
Gen. 3
She catches your vision by a back and forth motion—never look at her as a 
nag—she will expound your vision to a greater level and will deliver it back 
to you.
He who finds a wife finds a good thing.
The etymology of the word wife means to advance you quickly.
May success pursue you! 

UNTITLED

Ani Y
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There’s a name for the people that stand on the wall
people like me, some tall, and some small
our voices don’t echo in rooms or in halls
our voices don’t echo, not really, at all.

You hear of our suicides
and feel sorry for us
that kid from your high school
who sat alone on the bus.

We float all through school
if we make it that far
you won’t find us partying
but maybe in a corner alone
at the bar.

We know everyone 
but they don’t know us
it’s better that way
to sit alone on the bus.

But we still battle our demons
some worse than others
silently we remember;
our fallen sisters and brothers.

We pick quiet jobs
and live quiet lives
Librarians, writers, or tending beehives.

No one knows much about us
though they see us day to day
sometimes a smile is managed
or maybe a glance thrown our way.

WALLFLOWER

KL
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We don’t speak unless spoken to
sometimes not even then
we are the people you mindlessly walk over
the hay in the pen.

So when you hear our names and stories
Being alone in our last hour
and ask yourself, “Who was that?”
You’ll hear them whisper
“a wallflower.”
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I am who I am 
I am Rehbecca M. 
I am smart
I am honest
I am Rehbecca M. 
I am outgoing
I am funny
I am one of a kind
I am who I am 
I am Rehbecca M. 
I am in pain 
I am behind bars
I am a criminal 
I am who I am 
I am Rehbecca M. 
I am not a bad person
I am not coming back
I am learning from my mistake
I am beautiful in every way 
I am Rehbecca M. 
I am a child of God
I am not scared to be honest
I am loyal to my kids
I am a friend to everybody.

I am me and I can change

Rehbecca M. 

DITZY BRUNETTE
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How does it feel when you
make that Phone call
and nobody answers
when you write that
letter no one answers
you back
How does it feel 
when you make a 
call and they
Block your call
How does it feel when
You’re all alone
as I lay down in
my cell and you
think do they remember
you do they love you
How does it feel
When they don’t
Write you back
or when you call he 
Blocks you from his 
Phone and you think
Does he love you
or what have you
Done wrong

Rehbecca M. 

HOW DOES
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I promised my kids
I’ll be there for them.
I promised my kids
I would be there to tuck them in every night.
I promised my kids
I would be there when they wake up.
I promised my kids
I would be there when they went to school and home.
I promised my kids
I would pick them up and hold them when they got hurt.
I promised my kids
I would always love them.
I promised my kids
I would never leave them.
But all I got left is the love for my kids.
All the promises I broke…

Rehbecca M. 

2 ANTONIO HECTOR/ESTEBAN SAMUEL
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I’ve seen the hurt in you.
When I got caught
You caught me in the bathroom smoking meth.
I’ve seen the hurt in your eyes.
When I got caught
I lost my family.
When I got caught
you lost the trust in me.
When I got caught
they brought me to LCDC.
As I lay in this cell all alone
and think of everything I lost
all because I wanted to chill
and smoke meth.

I’’VE SEEN THE HURT IN YOU

Rehbecca M. 

If you tell them the truth do you think they would accept you back?
If you tell them the truth do you think they’d love you again?
If you tell them the truth do you think they would treat you different?
If you tell them the truth do you think they will leave you in the cold
with nowhere to go?
If you told them the truth will they love you the same?
If I told them the truth would they accept me back?
If I told them the truth would they love me the same?
If I told them the truth?

THE TRUTH

Rehbecca M. 
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I’ve always had a dream in my heart to find a wonderful partner to share my 
life!
I would know her voice and follow it everywhere.
One day I heard her voice and I followed it for a million miles.
I walked a million miles through wheat fields with the breeze blowing the 
wheat toward the west; I heard her voice and the wheat said very softly, she 
went that way. 
So I followed the breeze through a million miles of wheat, through Kansas 
and Colorado.
I walked a million miles of mountains, over hill tops and dales with the 
streams flowing and bubbling and I could hear her voice and the babbling 
brooks babbled, she went that way. 
So I walked a million more miles of mountains to the California coasts and 
the sea gulls sang her songs and said, she went that way down the beach. 
So I walked a million miles of beaches just to hear her siren song and a seal 
barked at me and said, she dove in the sea and she’s singing to the whales, 
she went that way. So I dove in the sea and I could hear her beautiful song to 
the whales and they said, she went that way, as I swam a million miles. 
I got back to the sandy beaches of California, walked along the shore for a 
million miles. I saw some crabs who were snapping their claws to her song 
and they said she went that way, towards the mountains. 
So I walked a million miles to the mountains.
I heard her sweet voice singing with the whipper wills, such a sweet lonely 
song, and my heart ached. They said she went that way, to the east, through 
the mountains. 
So I walked back through the mountains, following her beautiful song on 
the winds blowing through the pine trees. She went that way. 
I kept walking through the mountains for another million miles to Fort Col-
lins, Colorado. 
Say I’ll be here soon, so don’t walk away, a million more miles. Someday 
soon I’ll sing my song to you in my style, coming down the aisle with a great 
big smile. 
So watch for me and listen to my song, as I’ll come along, in the sweet bye 
and bye. 

I WALKED A MILLION MILES

White Owl
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Kaya means peaceful ways and the first name of my daughter.
She was born in a crystal cavern and had no middle name at birth.
It was raining and mom had a rough time birthing her, so it rained in our 
bodies and hearts. 
Finally when her head appeared a ray of sunshine came through the crystals 
in the cave and shined on her forehead right on her third eye, just above her 
brow, between her eyes. 
Mom and I stopped our tearful rain and smiles appeared on our faces as 
sunshine shown all around stopping the dew of dampness in our eyes! So 
mom and I said Kaya’s middle name has to be sunshine!
Through the first young years Kaya Sunshine had younger siblings, who got 
upset when the rainy days came and they would sing their song of “Rain, 
rain, go away, come again some other day.” Kaya Sunshine would kick off her 
shoes and run out in the rain, laughing and dancing, and the rain would stop 
and a ray of sunshine would hit her forehead and her siblings would cheer 
because Sunshine lived here!
Some days I would have bad dreams and memories of war in Vietnam and 
I’d go to my room to cry and weep. It always seemed Kaya Sunshine came 
knocking at my door. I opened the door for her and she’d say “Daddy don’t 
you cry, I’ll sing you a lullaby to help make the tearful rain go away! She’d 
sing her song and before long I was smiling and in a happy throng.
Thanks to my daughter I got through those hard times, pain, and so much 
rain. 
Now Kaya Sunshine has gone to another war and her Sunshine doesn’t come 
anymore!
I go to my room and close the door, for I can’t take the rain and the pain 
without Sunshine evermore!
Then a ray of sunshine shoots through my window and I can hear a sweet 
voice I recall, which seems to come from an Angel and dries my dew of 
dampness in my eyes to forestall the pain and all the rain!
So Kaya Sunshine sings me a gentle lullaby and stops the pain and the rain 
again… and again! Thank you my dear sweet daughter for helping me to 
stop the pain and the rain, again… and again!!!

KAYA SUNSHINE CLEARWATER

White Owl
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Well all these secrets inside keep telling me lies. I feel so ill how do I get bet-
ter I'm hurting inside letting this sickness bring be down. I can feel it so deep 
in my bones I'm torn into a million different pieces. Shattered and scattered 
all over the dark places no one goes. All I want is to be held, told I'm beauti-
ful, maybe given a rose. I just don't feel right, sick in the night vomiting what 
little dignity I had left. Filling my body with more pain, shame and guilt. I 
just wanna scream, Go away leave me alone, you can't help me my secret is 
I've lost my beautiful life I built.

YOU’’RE ONLY AS SICK AS THE SECRETS YOU KEEP…

Da Real Lisa
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I love who I am
I got the heart and no
sure ain’t no Angel
but I’m the type
I give out what I 
get. An you can
Love it or Hate it
I really dont give
a F*** Keep it
real all day! Bet
I got mad Respect
from all my homies
and I’m a straight
ryder for my kids
#1’s Famz +my
realist! Mmm!

SAUVECITA

Da Real Lisa
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To my three Angels on earth,
you are my sunshine in the morning. You’re my air I need to breathe.
You’re my first thought when
I wake and my last before I sleep.
You’re my beautiful ocean view.
You’re what I dream about every night. It’s true!!
You’re what makes my heart beat.
Honestly, you three make me complete. 
You’re the amazing music that makes me sing.
You’re the first flowers that bloom in the spring.
You’re what makes my world go round.
You’re that silly pirate’s treasure they never found.
I miss you with all my heart and soul.
Smile big my babies, it’s what makes you glow.
Bright like diamonds in the midnight sky.
I’m so proud of you sweet angels,
You make me feel like I’m 
Floating on Cloud 9.

I love you over the rainbow and through the woods. Love, Mommy

THREE BRIGHT STARS

Da Real Lisa
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When will I see you again?
Will this empty feeling
leave and stop sinking in?

Oh how I long to hold you.
My loves, I don’t smell your
scents, I’m dying inside
just to be with you again.

When oh when will I see 
you again? Be able to sing 
you our song and tuck
you in your crazy bed?

For when the sun rises
I’ll hear your sweet
voices calling me mama.
I’ll hold you so close
and never let go like
a balloon in the wind.

Oh when oh when 
will I see you again?
My world has stopped
for you are what makes it
go round. I’m so sorry
I know it hurts
Forgive me, babies. Soon
it’ll be just you and me.

MY REASONS FOR LIFE

Da Real Lisa
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 Surprising eyes, hiding lies don’t look away,
with honesty I speak, it’s so unique, listen to what I say.
Stop take a glance, put your trust in me,
believe what you see, and give me a chance.
 From the start, I’ve spoken from my heart, 
and I’ve been so sincere, so remind yourself,
when you need help, I’ll comfort your fear.
 I don’t ride a white horse, and my armor don’t shine
but I can promise you this, I’m one of a kind.
 I’m a friend to talk to when you’re in need,
I’ll respect your success, whenever you succeed,
I’ll earn your trust with the honesty I give,
you will soon understand about the life I lived.
 So in a million years, I can never find,
 Someone so sincere, someone so true.
 What I look for in a woman
 I’ve found in YOU!!!

WHAT I LOOK FOR IN A WOMAN

T.C.

 Making moves is not for fools,
What’s it going to cost you, only an attitude.
 Why is everyone so desperate today,
to jump on someone’s bandwagon, and just say – 
 Stop and look what’s behind your shoulder,
that’s the past and not the future.
 Move forward and not back,
that’s the way life is, and that’s a FACT…
 -- Be strong and move on -- 

MAKING MOVES

T.C.
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I bought myself a home in hell with my
twisted Evil ways, alone I Rot in this land of steel
through all my darkin days.
 Who will help me change my ways, I will
never come to know. This life behind these jail walls 
is hard to follow.
 No family or friends to comfort your needs
not even a good bed to sleep in, I miss indeed. 
 Once you’re in this home in hell,
Out of sight, out of mind.
 Get your s*** together, and stop doing time

HOME IN HELL

T.C.

 Take a second to stop and stare,
Is this life Easy it’s only fair,
She caught my breath the first time we met
can she be this beautiful?
there is no one else to compare.
 After time the shades come down,
the person you fall in Love with, doesn’t want you around.
You look like a fool, when there’s nothing to gain,
She puts you in jail, for not getting what she wants.
Is this for show or is it a game.
 Take a second to turn back time,
just remember this, there are plenty of fish
out there to find.
 This lesson is learned after the 5th time confined
 A marriage is 50/50
 In memory my=Ex

WHAT’S TO GAIN

T.C.
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 Love or hate, why does it come to this?
We treat each other with disrespect,
but we always end with a kiss,
 Our emotions unfold day and night, 
A relationship with drugs is hard to fight.
I’ve tried to be there without yelling at you,
but your heart is surrounded with an evil attitude.
 Drugs and a family can never be,
Please open your eyes to reality.
I love you so, but I have to let you go,
So remember this, you have my heart with a kiss.
 So until you’re sober
 we cannot be together

SOBER

T.C.
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UNTITLED

Bear
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too annoying for my siblings
too much of a girl to play football
too rambunctious for tea parties
too smart to be popular
too quiet to be approached
too rich to be poor
too poor to be rich
too artistic to be a nerd
too logical to be an artist
too independent to be lonely
too alone to be dependent
too crazy to be normal
too free to be a follower
too confident to care
just enough to be me.

I’’’’M DIFFERENT

Bethany R. 
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To be a part of His Kingdom, that is my goal
You can take my freedom, but not my soul

Up all night, can’t find peace
Thoughts don’t stop, the pain doesn’t ease

Trying to pray, but still doesn’t sway
The memory of when, I was abandoned that day

As I look around, bleakness, is what I see
Can’t help but think, this is not, the life for me

The days pass by, as I am racked with regret
But faith knocked at my door, so I mustn’t fret

For a purpose is near, I must open my eyes
And find a reason here. Stop the worry, 
 Stop the fear, and stop the lies…

Lies to myself, lies in my heart
Denial inside, keeps us apart

Silly it is, for I’ve always known 
The truth behind, the King and His throne

You are here for me now, as You’ve always been
I pushed You away, but You let me back in 

The pain is blinding, though not to You
Knowing all will be well, when my time here is through

The lessons that fate, has brought to me 
Once hard to learn, have now set me free

The pain replaced, by the sweet belief
With the power of You, I am blessed with relief

As the calm takes over, I face my fears
No more fighting, no more tears

What I’ve searcher for, all of these years
The answers I’ve found, have made me whole

To be a part of His Kingdom, that is my goal
You can take my freedom, but not my soul 

Reiley T.H.

NOT MY SOUL
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DAVY CROCKETT and D’rae

UNTITLED
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I was hurt by their words
They enjoyed my reaction

Beating me down
Mentally, physically, emotionally

Everyone was laughing
While I was crying

How can I get help
Am I dying from all the pain

Why, why, why
Why, why, why

Because people are cruel 
Because people are mean

But you, me, everyone
Can choose

To be the bigger person
And stay true to ourselves

Let’s all stand together
And show them how wrong they are

Be you, even when they laugh
Even when you cry

Try, try, and try again! 

PhoenixFlys

IT HURTS
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On the other side of that door
There is a surprise, your choice
Right or wrong
Black or white
Sweet or sour

You could be a mix of all
Right with occasional mess ups
Gray areas between black and white
Your choice

On the other side of that door
Is your destiny
Your fate
You as a person

Find YOU
Be YOU
Stay YOU
Keep YOU

Whether behind the door 
Or before you turn the knob

You and only you can do it 
So do it! 

PhoenixFlys

THE DOOR
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             When looking at my reflection I first see my physical self then my- 
not.
I guess.
I think I am ugly;
Dirty blonde hair, chubby features, plain old blue eyes, pimples, basically the 
works.
I hate the way I look, sometimes more than anything else in the world. I am 
bland on the outside and horrid on the inside.

 On the inside I am a failure, a fake, a b****. I can’t do any good or I 
just choose not to because again, I am a failure. I am a chameleon, I look to 
others so I can copy their emotions because I can’t find my own. I like hurting 
people and I don’t give a s*** if I do, this is what makes me a b****.

 This is me. So you see why I hate myself. Why I don’t deserve to live.
Tonight I take the pills.
Tonight I cut deeper than ever before.
Tonight is my end.

PhoenixFlys

LOOKING AT MY REFLECTION
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 There was a place I used to pass by every day. It may seem insignifi-
cant now but it changed my whole life.

 Drugs went in and out of the store: weed, cocaine, acid. At the age 
of five to the age of eleven I just recognized it as just one of the buildings I 
would pass by every day. But because I was weak and didn’t know how to 
say “no,” I found out what that building really was.

 I began using… and using more. There were times when I couldn’t 
stop at all. It didn’t matter that I was always high on something, or the 
DUI’s and the probation.

 I finally went to rehab and there was no more of anything. I would 
get migraines and I broke out. I would turn into a basket case at the drop of 
a hat. But outside of my head, my behavior was supposedly good, so I left 
rehab.

 For a while I was able to apply the things they taught me but it 
eventually wore off.

 My mom found me in the tub, drowned and dead high.

 It wasn’t the store or the drugs. It was me, and now I am trapped in 
spirit form with no way out, with only advice that I can give to the living.

 Do. Not. Do. Drugs. Of. Any. Sort. And yes, alcohol counts.

PhoenixFlys

PLACES
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Respect
It’s a good day to die
Love all, trust few
I’m not who I used to be
Desire
But that’s my real name
Deranged
Sanity
Always a lesson, never a failure
bold love
playing the piano with my cold fingers
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
Mama didn’t raise no b****
Remember when
I love banana flavored jail house protein beverage for breakfast.
Friend is a very strong word for love

Women’s LDCD Collaboration

RESPECT
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Tik Tok, tik tok, Always tik tok
Tike tok, never seems to stop
Tik tok here, there, Tik tok everywhere
Tik tok Ain’t patient, Tik tok’s enslaving
Tik tok’s precise, on time and isn’t waiting
it loves running but is always running out
Tik tok is something we can’t live without
Tik tok’s Amazing, tik tok is being caged in
Tik tok’s all-around but remains faceless
Tik tok is something we all face head on
The no head can keep it going on
Tik tok is slow, tik tok is fast, tik tok never seems to last,
Tik tok’s eternal, but turn on all when they fall
“TIK TOK” this clock is running out
And to your life “TIK TOK” takes a fading bow.

2tonez

TIK TOK

I don’t know when or how, I and darkness said our eternal vows,
Prolly happened when I let these angels down.
Engulfed by all this hate and anger, to myself I have now become a stranger, 
circled by demons.
Only Dreamin’ of a Savior, knowing that I lost my way, I tried to find my 
path today,
but I only found myself enslaved
 I pray, I pray, I pray immensely, that maybe, Just maybe, Around 
me, Angels might be dancing. 

2tonez

DEMONS AND ANGELS
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As the sun rises, thoughts of her smile
enter my mind.
For like the sun illuminates life, she
illuminates mine
From day one to the 19 of mine,
She has kept up, never let up,
You could say she’s an Angel.
Well she truly is,
one who has tried to raise a
Man both outside and in.
An Angel with no wings or 
Halo,
One which remains on earth
with a heart of gold,
to be selfless and loving
seem to be this angel’s goal 

2tonez

ANGEL OF A WOMAN
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Not a common color throughout my closet at home; 
In fact, it’s non-existent until my work clothes are put on.
Funny how that seems to work itself out…
My ultimate pride and most shameful days share the same hue.
Though when I’m rockin’ my uniform for work at the BK Lounge,
Orange is just an accent that I match all the little things to.
The lighter in my pocket, hair-tie and headband in my hair,
occasionally my nail polish or the jewelry that I wear.
But within these white walls, orange takes over with force.
Perhaps I should laugh about the connection and wear orange with new-
found pride, a new respect;
For once I’m free from this place, I never wanna come back.
And so I’ll wear my orange accents with a smile everyday,
My own simple reminder to remain changed in my ways.

Samsanite

THE COLOR ORANGE 
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In the darkness, you may find
Another of our misfit kind.

In a moment you exchange a glance,
Knowing that you’ve crossed paths, not by chance.

A Troubled Soul that you’ve been seeking.
A long lost friend that you know is worth keeping.

Many lifetimes we’ve spent, Alone Together,
Destined and fated to remain forever.

Though we all come here from different walks of life,
Misery Loves Company and within these white walls, we make the most of 
our strife.

From a distance, you match my smile.
Cup of coffee? Chat a while?

From strangers to best friends, lickety split.
The whole pod can tell…always together we sit.

The promises that we have made to each other,
Are far from empty; we have yet to discover.

Our days spent here are numbered short and flying past.
But we’ll soon reunite…hold your breath, it’ll be here fast.

Samsanite

MISFIT
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here’s a short story of some things about me,
some of you will understand while others might disagree
but this is real shyt I’ve gone through, you’ll see.

It started when I was in middle school,
I tried hard for approval, I wanted to be cool,
in the end I just looked like a fool.

kept hearing “you’re too fat, you’re too thin,”
out of no where that’s when I started to sin,
I would have done a lot just to fit in.

thought my life was a big prank,
alcohol & hallucinations made childhood memories blank,
but I only have myself to thank.

at 13 a boy decided that my virginity he would steal
still haven’t let go, don’t know how to feel,
after that shyt started to get real.

started running away from home,
w/ others or alone I always had streets at night to roam,
if I had a gun I wouldn’t hesitate to put it to my dome.

I no longer gave 2 shyts & a flying f***,
went to Montana w/ a friend in her truck,
after a few months I started to press my luck.

didn’t even have a place to stay,
 met a boy & decided to play.
Ended up pregnant & cried every day.

Make up covered black eyes & on my body the burns one by one,
Robert ruined pleasure & sex was no fun,

LIL’G!GGLEZ

UNTITLED
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cried to my unborn baby when the beatings were done.

my dad found me & yes he did vent,
but when he said my family misses me I knew
got into the truck & felt relieved as I went.

in August of 07’ I met my son Spencer Ray,
Cleaned up my life for him in every single way,
kept telling myself that our lives will be okay.

Along the way life went up & down,
Dating people just kept making me frown,
so I started to go to the bars in town.

after 4 years I started to slip,
kept wanting to unload a f***ing clip
cause that’s when I journeyed my f***ed up trip

before the storm it was peaceful & calm,
w/out notice I went off like a bomb,
not even thinking I left my son with my mom.

I started seeing this drug using man,
Knew I had to leave when he hit me w/ the hot pan,
& then one night I drugged him up, got my shyt & ran.

My only goal was to keep getting booze,
every morning I’d wake up to another Bruise,
but I didn’t care & I ignored all the clues.

I’d always numb myself everyday w/ a gallon of liquor,
when I couldn’t afford it I kept getting sicker,
& my attitude switched and my mouth got slicker.

It wasn’t so smart to do living on the street,
woke up in an alley covered in a black cold sheet,
covered in blood & hurting I knew I’ve been beat.
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soon after that I met a blue pill,
they say too much it & it can kill,
used it for a while until…

I chased the dragon on a piece of foil, 
at first I felt like my skin was gonna boil,
But the black b**** kept me feeling royal.

Fell in love w/ crystal, a shiny clear shard,
Couldn’t keep away from her, leaving her was too hard,
Started the game & tested the card.

I twist & turn while I see them w/ a syringe,
Couldn’t look away, didn’t make me cringe,
learned that doing it they got a longer binge.

Truth is I was greatly curious of it,
I convinced my friend to do it to me & had him come hit,
took my breath away, ears rang& instantly wet from that shyt.

Yes I enjoyed it so much I preferred my vein,
Cause it was one of the best things that numbed the pain,
But didn’t know I was riding the f***ing nightmare train.

Saw people get paranoid over nonexistent bugs,
started running around w/ some hard core thugs,
had stacks of cash & over flowing drugs.

Before I knew it cops interrogated after they made me bloody & bruised,
Tell not a soul even w/ their threats, it made me amused,
They were defeated cause I refused.

When I went to prison everyone but my mom fell,
Try to stay strong as I live in the small cell,
Made me a different person & lost the girl everyone knew so well.
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In all the joints people run a sly scam,
intense fights when both go f***ing ham,
when tear gas hits everyone will quickly scram.

a lot of b****es say “I love you” w/ out knowing each other,
No relation at all but some introduce you to their mother,
Still female but f***in bull dykes are titled as brother.

Want to succeed & do time the correct way w/ my family,
For them its hard to believe when I’m in & out of D.O.C,
When I’m freed I’ll be the amazing mother I used to be.

I’ll take over the weight that my parents carried,
Start a better new life & get married,
I want my mom & dad proud of me before they get buried.

I’m tired of this loser life of bein a f***in fein,
many of you might understand this & know what I mean,
Honestly only a few have done what I’ve done & mean,
seen the same f***ed up shyt I’ve seen.

I left out pages of my life cause those memories will 
hurt me worse than a nasty & painful burn,
some of you can relate to me & some of you will learn,
Now you know parts of me, so please tell me your story
cause it’s your turn.
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Promise me not
It’s a good day to die
Love all trust few
Mama didn’t raise no b**** :)
Friend is a very strong word for Love
Respect
I am who I am
Deranged
Sanity
Always a lesson, NEVER a failure
Bold love
Passion for my new life
Remember When
But that’s my real name
I’m not who I used to be
Desire
Only a perfect person can throw a stone at a glass house
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
Playing the piano with my cold fingers
I love banana flavored jail house Protein Beverage for Breakfast.

LCDC Women’s Collaboration

TZARA’S HAT POEM
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When I want help no one is there. When I call the cops, they don’t care. 
When my dad yells/kicks/hits my mom they care. When I am abused no 
one cares. When I want counseling they can’t pay. When I need addicts help, 
they say “I’m not addicted”. When my whole life is going wrong, I try to pay 
it back. Now at 17 years old my parents aren’t in my picture anymore. Or my 
siblings are not really. I am in another care. Now I am getting the help I need. 
From 17 years. But the world is cruel.  

Amy E.

CAKE AND BAKE
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Here lies the man,
Who sought the ultimate view switch.
Whose want of empathy,
Flew him to Africa,
To eat the root bark of Iroga,
And after three days,
Of Astral projecting with,
DMT – like near death life reviews,
He was unable to,
Be revived,
Despite the Prayer Dances
Of 33 Shaman.

Ineffable G

UNTITLED

Here I was
Seven and free,
Yet feeling, even then,
Apart from family.
Thinking, “Who are these cruel creatures? Even animals are better than 
these!”
And carrying this apart-ness,
For decades it seems.
Because I see myself static
Or their constant cruelty.
Perhaps it’s this plant that is brand new to me,
Still surfing the vicissitudes of life. 

Ineffable G. 

IDENTITY POEM
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Live a normal life,
Yeah, we all try, 

But everything changes,
In the blink of an eye.

Morning comes,
Beautiful blue sky,

But everything changes,
In the blink of an eye.

Out on the street, 
It’s do or die,

Everything Changes, 
Blink of an Eye.

If you get caught,
You’ll cheat or lie,

Everything changes,
Blink of an eye.

Too much pressure,
In the blink of an eye,
Now your life is over,
Time to BYE, BYE! 

Diamnd D1

BLINK
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I was staring at everyone; 
 Try to figure out why we’ve been put together
  Them there us here
What should he, she, I, or we, have done; 
 Different during our time of fun
But instead we were on the run. 
If we could do it
 All over again we surely would not end up 
 In the pen, 
We turn left and we should have turned right
 And look to God for all his might. 
Painting in the dark; 
 Cause we’ve been running like a dart, 
Feeling like a pin-ball in the game of life. 
They were in for a lovely ride; 
They have no idea what we hold inside, 
We can hold it down for them and us because 
We have a love you can trust. 
Early again; 
 Here we go with the letters of doubt
That make me scream and shout, I hold it in
So no one knows how deeply that cuts and blows. 
His side of the story; 
Was long told before he hit the cell block door, 
I hear and feel him forever more. 
The snows blow through the streets; 
We were kicked out on the street that cold winter night, 
That’s when our hearts 
Stopped the beat and we tried to stand on our feet
This has only started yesterday; 
 The tears of being apart was my only fear, 
Until our love started turning gears
Jumping on our bed; 
 The night of joy running through our heads
You were my dream come true, and we didn’t know what to do. 

Lil G and Cindy W.

TWO GENERATIONS FOUR PATHS THAT MEET AS ONE
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The barking started. The dog never barked; 
 He knew we weren’t safe and he called 
Us with his grace, they don’t understand the things they’ve seen. 
When everybody was looking; 
 They knew it was true that we all fell in love, 
Our men were taken because we were out of luck 
We knew how it felt to be an insider; 
 When everyone turned their backs on us 
But together we were stuck, it was hard to be away, yet we only wish they 
would’ve stayed. 
The quiet words were felt the deepest; 
 As you looked deep into my eyes
You were there to catch our tears 
And to turn us away from our deepest fear. 
Winter was finally here; 
 We all needed to stay clear from 
What it was to be told, together we were just as cold. 
Of course it was legal; 
 To hide behind them all alone 
To never be shown right from wrong, 
But we all came out real strong. 
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Sometimes I think I’m better off alone
My heart’s been through 
So much I don’t know
What is true anymore
You say one thing
But do another
What’s wrong with me
I tell myself this is 
Why I don’t do relationships
Because I’m the one 
Who gets hurt in the end
That’s when I pick up my b**** 
Start smoking it thinking that my problems 
Will go away
But no matter how many drugs I take 
My problems are still there
I take the b**** that’s passed to me 
I light it up
But as I do that 
You are still on my mind 
I think I’m going insane
What’s wrong with me
I don’t look like myself anymore
The old Marci is gone
Thanks to the ones who broke my heart
I look at my b**** 
And say to myself at least I got you
And you won’t leave me
I wish I was not here
I wish this drug would take me
Already 

Marci

SOMETIMES
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Would you cry if you found out
That I was no longer around
Like I cried for you
When you left me in pieces 
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Every stone in your mouth,
Is Alabaster pride,
Every kiss from you lips,
Exudes holy Life.
Every lore in your mind,
Is paradise defined.
My sleeve bleeds for you,
My knee bends for you.
My seals break for you,
My knight braves for you.
Every state from your eyes,
Summons and untames.
Every beast in your field,
Garnishes you fame.
Every song you recite,
Ecstasy: Proclaim!

ProximityLost

UNTITLED

You sing softly it hurts my eyes to stare at your lips,
For in my dreams,
You spell my hands upon your hips. 
Like graceful wheels we’re from
We spin, we glide across the lacquered floors that shine inside my mind.
We breathe, we bend, we sing, we sweat;
Bare feet buff and prime,
Reflections of your corporeal being woven so fine;
Abound against coils of muscles, minutely contained of themselves,
Redirecting then connecting,
Kinetically from The Floor,
Capstone of hell.

ProximityLost

UNTITLED
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To deny one’s home
And lead the Cavalry,
Reads the oldest tome
Known in history:

A renaissance untold,
Wisdom lost at sea;
A chimera’s soul,
Cast in vagrancy.

A true alchemist’s goal,
Is longing to be free,
By making purest gold,
Out of destiny.

A king’s fortune sold,
To prince of thieves;
A philosopher’s tone,
Of chameleon sheen.

Though the night grows old,
Keep life warm with dreams,
Strewn like days of old,
Under bended knee.

Desperate to unfold,
Are the lotus leaves,
As the yearling foal,
Pants for coolest streams.

Humbly to impure,
Of divinity, 
To escape time’s shores,
And sail eternity.

ProximityLost

UNTITLED
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I, with bare hands, 
 have loved 
 have held 
 have thought 
 have felt 
 have detailed 
 have destroyed.
With these bare hands I have 
 done all of the above 
 for my child.
I with ravaged voice 
 will be vocal 
 will be firm 
 will be calm 
 will be noticed 
 will be everything she ever needs.

ProximityLost

UNTITLED
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Depression is a war.
A battle against yourself.
Every thought is a bullet.
Every movement is a punch.
Every word is a stab in the heart.
Depression is a thief.
It steals everything you once had.
Everything left behind is what keeps you trapped.
Depression is murder.
It killed the girl I used to be.
Depression is a zombie.
You’re alive but dead.
You’re the walking dead.
Depression is a nightmare. 
You wake in hell.
You’re afraid of living.
Everything seems impossible to bare.
Depression is an ocean.
A sea of emotions.
You’re drowning every day.
However, you’re never saved.
Depression is a bottomless pit. 
Never ending pain.
Never ending struggles. 
There is no light.
There is no escape.
Depression is a war.
A constant battle within yourself.
I think I might surrender.
For I had enough.
Depression is a war.
You either win or die trying.
And I am afraid to say,
I’m losing. 

Yazzers

UNTITLED
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Green Eyez 415

UNTITLED
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So you want... to get a degree
Why?
Let me tell you what society will tell you:
Increases your chances of getting a job,
Provides you an opportunity to be successful,
Be a lot less stressful,
Education is the key.

Now let me tell you something your parents will tell you:
Make me proud,
Increases your chances of getting a job,
Provides you an opportunity to be successful,
Your life will be a lot less stressful,
Education is the key.

Now let's look at the statistics,
Steve Jobs - net worth seven billion R.I.P,
Richard Branson - net worth four point two billion,
Oprah Winfrey - two point seven billion,
Mark Zuckerberg, Henry Ford, Steven Spielberg, Bill Gates
Now here comes the Coup de grâce,
Looking at these individuals, what's your conclusion?
Neither of them in being successful,
Ever graduated from a higher learning institution.

Now some of you may be like,
Money is only the medium by which we measure worldly success,
And some of you even have the nerve to say
"I don't do it for the money."
So what you studying for?
To work for a charity?
Need more clarity?

Let's look at the statistics:
Jesus,

Suli Breaks

WHY I HATE SCHOOL BUT LOVE EDUCATION
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Muhammed,
Socrates,
Malcolm X,
Mother Teresa,
Spielberg,
Shakespeare,
Beethoven,
Jesse Owens,
Muhammad Ali,
Sean Carter,
Michael Jeffrey Jordan,
Michael Joseph Jackson.
Were either of these people unsuccessful... or... uneducated?

All I'm saying is that,
If there was a family tree hard work and education would be related,
But school would probably be a distant cousin,
Because if education is the key,
School is the lock,
Because it rarely ever develops your mind to the point where it can per-
ceive red as green and continue to go when someone else said stop.
Because as long as you follow the rules and pass exams your cool,
But are you aware that examiners have a checklist,
And if your answer is something outside the box then the automatic re-
sponse is a cross,
And then they claim that school expands your horizons and your visions,
Well tell that to Malcolm X who dropped out of school and is world re-
nowned for what he learned in a prison.

Proverbs 17:16
It does a fool no good to spend money on an education,
Why?
Because he has no common sense.
George Bush. Need I say more?
Education is about inspiring one's mind,
Not just filling their head,
And take this from me because I'm an 'Educated' man myself,
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Who only came to this realization after countless nights in the library,
With a can of red bull keeping me awake till morning,
Another can in the morning,
Falling asleep between piles of books that probably equates to the same 
amount I spent on my rent,
Memorize equations, facts and dates,
Write down to the letter,
Half of which I would never remember,
And half of which I would forget straight after the exam,
Before the start of the next semester,
Asking anyone if they had notes for the last lecture.
I often found myself running to class,
Just so I could find a spot on which I could rest my head and just sleep 
without making a scene,
Ironic because that's the only time I ever spent in university chasing my 
dreams.
And then after nights with a dead-mind,
I'd then find myself in a queue of half-awake students, zombies,
Waiting to hand in an assignment,
Maybe that's why they call it a deadline.
And then after three years of mental suppression,
And frustration,
My "Proud Mother" didn't even turn up to my graduation.

Now, I'm not saying that school is evil and there's nothing to gain,
All I'm saying is: understand your motives and re-assess your aims,
If you want a job working for someone else then help yourself,
But then that would be a contradiction because you wouldn't really be 
helping yourself,
You'd be helping somebody else,
There's a saying that is: if you don't build your dreams, someone else will 
hire you to help build theirs.

Redefine how you view education,
Understand it's true meaning,
Education is not just about regurgitating facts from a book,
Or someone else's opinion on a subject to pass an exam,
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Look at it.
Picasso was educated at creating art,
Shakespeare was educated in the art of all that was written,
Colonel Harland Sanders was educated in the art of creating Kentucky 
Fried Chicken.

I once saw David Beckham take a free kick,
I watched as the side of his Adidas-sponsored boot hit the patent leather of 
the ball at an angle,
Which caused it to travel towards the skies as though it was destined for 
the heavens,
And then as it reached the peek of it's momentum,
As though it changed it's mind,
It switched directions.
I watched as the goalkeeper froze,
As though reciting to himself the laws of physics,
And as though his brain was negotiating with his eyes,
That was indeed witnessing the spectacle that was the leather swan that was 
swooping towards it,
And then reacted,
Though only a fraction of a millisecond too late,
And before the net of the goal,
Embraced the Fifa-Sponsored ball as though it was the prodigal son re-
turning home,
And the country, that I live in, Erupted into cheers,
I looked at the play and thought,
Damn,
Looking at David Beckham,
There's more than one way in this world to be,

An educated man.

Peace.
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NOTES

Legend has it that Hemingway was once challenged to write a story in 
only six words. His response?

“For sale: baby shoes, never worn”. 

Today the six-word memoir project has become a global phenom-
enon.

Can you tell your life story in six words?

__________________________________________________
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